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Abstract 
Problem – Despite supply chain flexibility is recognized as a competitive advantage in today’s 
business, and supply chain information system is one of the most critical tool to facilitate 
flexibility. There is no consensus or comprehensive description on how information system tailor 
with and work on supply chain flexibility to achieve better dynamic capability. Most of 
literatures mainly focus on single research area rather than explore the relationship between 
them. Hence, both theory and industry are strongly calling for research to fill the gap. 
Purpose – The purpose of the thesis is to develop a conceptual model to describe how SCF and 
SCIS are related to each other in order to enhance supply chain management and effectively and 
efficiently respond to the uncertain market.  
Accordingly, three research questions are formulated to achieve this research purpose: 
Research question 1: What is supply chain flexibility(SCF)? 
Research question 2: What is the interrelation between supply chain information 
system(SCIS) and SCF, especially how does SCIS impact on SCF? 
Research question 3: What is the opportunity and challenge of SCIS for supporting SCF? 
 
Method – The work is consisted of theoretical work and empirical data collection. Literature 
study is the basis of building conceptual framework and interaction model, multiple case study is 
conducted to compare and verify models that are built. 
 
Results – The supply chain flexibility is redefined as “the ability of companies to effectively and 
efficiently respond to uncertain customer requirements in order to acquire competitive 
advantages by making changes, such as adjusting the resources, process and even the supply 
chain configuration.” Two conceptual models are developed which define a series of IS activities 
to state the interrelation between SCIS and SCF from the perspectives of IS provider and IS 
users. In addition, two main megatrends: complete digitalization and machine learning, and some 
challenges of SCIS for promoting SCF are presented.  
Keywords – Supply chain flexibility (SCF), Supply chain information system (SCIS), 
Conceptual model, Manufacturing company, Information system user, Information system 
provider, Information system application 
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1. Introduction 
The introduction chapter presents the motivation of this research with background and the 
purpose. The chapter also discuss the research questions, delimitations and contributions. The 
end of the chapter gives the reader guideline about the structure of the remaining report. 
1.1 Research background 
Since the mid-90s, firms, have started to realize that a standardized approach is not sufficient to 
build efficient supply chain underlying the dynamic market. Increasing uncertainties and the high 
competitive pressure urges companies to shorten product life cycles, increase product variety, 
implement new products fast and adapt innovative technology/volume change within a short time 
(Bui, K T, 2012). In a sense, today’s competition is no longer company to company, but supply 
chain to supply chain. Companies need to constantly scan the environment to react and adapt not 
only to changing market needs, but also to the ever-present potential of supply chain disruptions. 
Within the context, supply chain flexibility defined as a major competitive weapon which 
develop customer-oriented supply chains and quickly respond to environmental changes (Fayezi 
et al., 2015). 
 
Supply chain flexibility (SCF) involves using supply chain resources according to marketing 
dynamics. It requires organizations to develop cross-functional and cross-organizational 
strategies to eliminate bottlenecks and create a level of performance enable firms to strengthen 
and maintain their competitive advantage in uncertain markets (Duclos et al., 2003). Researchers 
have generated a great deal of definitions according to distinct aspects of attributes or functions 
of supply chain flexibility. Yi et al. (2011) defined supply chain flexibility as the flexibility to 
meet customer needs in the supply chain. This definition is extended to the ability of all supply 
chain members to adopt a chain perspective in order to meet the increasing variety of uncertain 
demand without excessive costs, time, and organizational disruptions or performance losses. 
Meanwhile, as many researches regarding relevant context and applications of supply chain 
flexibility are issued, more companies have adopted SCF as a key competence. 
 
However, it has been cited by Lau and Lee (1999) that having acknowledged the importance of 
flexibility in today’s competitive environment, managers are often challenged to improve 
different dimensions of flexibility, this leads to poor understanding in managing flexibility in 
industry (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000). In fact, due to the lack of useful empirical researches, there 
are not many specific studies on supply chain flexibility although supply chain management has 
been among the leading focus of operations managers in recent years (Duclos et al., 2001). 
Hence, the research regarding flexibility is strongly needed.  
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From the view of supply chain management (SCM), a great deal of strategic options has been 
developed to increase SCF, implementing information system is one of the major ways. Qrunfleh 
and Tarafdar (2012) stated that complicated SCM strongly relies on intra-organizational 
information system to monitor dynamic operational parameters and electronic record of products. 
Despite the environmental pressure issues companies and the growing demand for information, 
most of companies still know very little about the potential environmental and social impacts of 
their production networks. Hence, better data, decision-support tools, and incentives are needed 
to predict and prevent unsustainable supply chain practices (de Camargo, 2017). Information 
systems have become essential as accurate and reliable sources of information to support 
decision making and information flow management. It enhances accurate forecasting and supply 
chain integration and consequently leads to the increasing of supply chain dynamic capacity 
(Wang et al., 2006). In fact, many researches stated the impacts of information system on supply 
chain flexibility. For example, building electronic market offer alternatives to firms and lead to 
increasing in sourcing flexibility and delivery flexibility (Silveira and Cagliano, 2006). Inter-
organizational information system effectively share information and data but also maintain the 
strategic relation with partners (Youn et al., 2014),  it aims at breaking down barriers among 
different firms, connecting upstream and downstream parties, minimizing risks and costs, 
achieving efficient and effective supply chain to a high degree of integration, flexibility, 
visibility, responsiveness and customer satisfaction for organizations (Bargshady et al., 2016; 
Gunasekaran et al., 2003; Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2012; Hossain et al.,2015; van Hoek, 1998 ).  
 
Figure 1.1 presents the publishing trend of resources of LUBsearch (Lund University Libraries) 
regarding supply chain flexibility and supply chain information system from 1990 to 2017.  
 
Figure 1.1: Publishing trend of SCF and SCIS from 1990 to 2017 
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The researches of supply chain information system dramatically increased since 2003, where 
researchers and practitioners start realizing efficient information integration and sharing as a 
trend of contemporary business circumstance. As discussed, lacking empirical research leads to 
challenges of managing supply chain flexibility. During 1990 to 2017, the research of supply 
chain information system is much more than the research regarding supply chain flexibility. The 
research in overlap of two areas are extreme limited. Generally, some of literatures in a single 
area briefly connect with the other one, but there is no consensus or comprehensive description 
on how information system tailor with and work on supply chain flexibility to achieve better 
dynamic capability. Hence, both theory and industry are strongly calling for research to fill the 
gap.  
1.2 Purpose and problems description 
The purpose of the thesis is to develop a conceptual model to describe how SCF and SCIS are 
related to each other in order to enhance supply chain management and effectively and 
efficiently respond to the uncertain market.  
 
To the knowledge of the researchers, many researches stated the importance of supply chain 
flexibility and information system, however, the research of indicating and comprehensively 
explaining the interaction and relation between SCF and SCIS is limited, and it was concluded as 
a gap in the research (Chapter 1.1). With the growing uncertainty and market competition, both 
areas are eagerly required, hence, filling the gap is important and imperative. A conceptual 
model framework would be a guide for companies in selecting, implementing, aligning the 
appropriate strategic operation with their objectives to respond changing market, and which 
would be of great interest both for companies and research. 
 
The research is basically conducted by theoretical work that involves reviewing the literature on 
supply chain flexibility and supply chain information system, with a focus on capturing the 
potential interaction and relation between the two areas. The model will be verified by 
interviewing practitioners of industry. Feedback from interviewees will be part of basis to 
improve the model and generate final findings. 
1.3 Research questions 
Three research questions are created in this study to address the purpose.  
Research question 1: What is supply chain flexibility(SCF)? 
Research question 2: What is the interrelation between supply chain information system(SCIS) 
and SCF, especially how does SCIS impact on SCF? 
Research question 3: What is the opportunity and challenge of SCIS for supporting SCF? 
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This research aims at comprehensively recognizing supply chain flexibility and supply chain 
information system, hence, the accumulation on literatures is necessary. To answer question 1, 
the authors shall summarize definition of SCF from previous studies and redefine it properly. 
Solving question 2 require a conceptual model which indicate the interaction and relation 
between SCF and SCIS. Based on this, multiple case studies will be conducted to modify and 
finalize the built model. To answer question 3, both literature studies and case studies will be the 
foundation for discussion and analysis.  
1.4 Delimitations 
One delimitation is that not all the company desires to build a flexible supply chain. For 
company which only produces routine products under the environment of stable material supply 
and market demand, it is suitable to implement an efficient supply chain. This research only 
addresses company which mainly focuses on supply chain flexibility rather than supply chain 
efficiency. Besides, as mentioned, the thesis is mostly conducted by theoretical work regarding 
supply chain flexibility and supply chain information system, but also their relations and 
interactions. Researchers have limited time frame to achieve a qualified result. Besides, the 
review of theory focuses on the consensus of previous researches, while aspects beyond the 
consensus may not be covered in this research. Meanwhile, limited literatures have issued in the 
research field, different researchers may slightly vary regarding same topic. As a result, some of 
aspects may not be particularly discussed. In the process of model verification, the interviews are 
conducted with practitioners of information system consulting company and manufacturing 
companies, to some extent, the outcomes of the research may not be sufficient to generalize to 
other fields.  
1.5 Contributions 
The research purpose and questions are formulated to fill the weak part of previous researches, 
and to bridge the gap of the relation between supply chain flexibility and information system, 
especially how does information system benefit on supply chain flexibility. The results or 
findings shall provide valuable inputs to research of these fields but also promote relevant further 
research.  
For organizations, especially those with information system but also seeking for better 
performance to the changing market, this research covers literature and provide conceptual 
models in presenting the relation between supply chain flexibility and information. It could help 
to adapt and optimize the use of information system to align with the strategic objectives of 
companies, and consequently enhancing supply chain flexibility by improving practical 
operations. For example, reducing unnecessary resources consumption, better controlling the 
inventory, developing trusting relations with partners through the supply chain network etc. 
Challenges and opportunities of using information system are indicated by research in order to 
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give another dimension of thinking to managers when trade off occurs in supply chain 
management.  
The research aims to generate interests of individuals to deeply study this field. It provides 
profound knowledge and enhance the academic ability, but also benefits the future development 
in the field of logistics and supply chain management of students.  
1.6 Structure of the thesis 
The structure of the report is divided in six individual chapters.  
Chapter 2 introduces the methodology which guide both theoretical and empirical part of the 
study. The chapter discusses how the methodology is chosen but also measures the 
trustworthiness of the research processes in terms of validity, reliability and objectivity.  
Chapter 3 presents a literature review regarding relevant notion of SCF and SCIS, including 
definition of the theories, context, relevant topics or applications that have been researched.  
Chapter 4 performs a thorough analysis of literature review and the design of a conceptual model 
which links with research questions. The findings and model shall be clearly elaborated.  
Chapter 5 introduces the case companies and describes research process of case study. The 
findings of interviews are recorded.  
Chapter 6 provides comparison between frame of reference with empirical findings. The 
conceptual models that are generated in chapter 4 are improved improves with analysis. A cross 
analysis between improved models is conducted at the end of the chapter. 
Finally, chapter 7 raises some conclusions and discussions regarding the research analysis, 
results, limits, and suggestions for future research.  
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2. Methodology 
In this chapter, researchers not only present the research methods of this research, and 
presented with the logic behind, and why the research is needed to be done this way. The chapter 
is structured as followed: The approaches in conducting research methodology is introduced 
first, including elaboration of the research process. The method of literature review will be 
described after with its concepts, relevant contents and application. At the end of the chapter, the 
case study research will be similarly presented.  
2.1 Overview of the research methodologies 
Research methodology is a way to systematically solve the research problem, including guiding 
how to select appropriate methodology specific research and design the research processes. 
Choosing the right methodology crucially execute the trustworthiness and rigor, but also ensure 
the quality of the research. 
2.1.1 Different approaches in research methodology 
- Descriptive or analytical 
Descriptive research aims at describing the characteristics of the issues and present situation. 
Researchers has less control over the variables, just reporting what has happened and what is 
happening. In analytical research, researchers analyze the data through available information and 
causal relations among them and then use the analysis results to solve exist problems 
(Kothari,2004). In this paper, researchers purpose to describe the interrelation between supply 
chain flexibility (SCF) and supply chain information system (SCIS). The relevant variables come 
from the findings in literature review and interviews, hence, researchers cannot control what they 
are and how important they are in this relationship. The research only identifies some 
information in SCIS and SCF, and provide a guideline when companies make decisions relevant 
to this area in the future. According above, the research should be done according to the 
descriptive method. 
- Inductive, deductive or abductive 
Deductive approach represents the positivist paradigm while the inductive approach represents 
the phenomenological paradigm. In the other words, inductive approach refers to theory is built 
without any reference or theory whereas deductive approach includes 
analyzing/controlling/predicting the data basis of existing theory (Perry, 1998). Kjeldal (2002) 
suggested to distinguish deductive and inductive approach by the process of use. Inductive 
approaches classify one phenomenon into a specific category based on experience, specify the 
attributes of the phenomenon but also the difference among this phenomenon and the rest in this 
category. It is a process from unknown to known. On the contrary, deductive approaches use 
known information to solve an original unknown problem in practice.  
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Baral (2000) presented that abductive approach usually starts at a series of incomplete 
observation, after that, researchers present hypotheses, link collected data from observation to 
relevant knowledge, and finally explain the data by using theoretical knowledge. In this research, 
case study is conducted to compare the conceptual models that are developed based on literature 
study with the real practice. The process of linking empirical data with theoretical knowledge 
seems to be an abductive approach. However, most of data collection in this research is based on 
literature study. The research does not start at observation or generate any hypothesis from the 
observation. Instead, authors develop a conceptual model which indicates an expected 
relationship between SCIS and SCF by reviewing numerous literatures. Although some data are 
collected in case study, this data will only be used to replenish the existing findings rather than 
generate conclusion independently. Thus, this research can be mainly recognized as a deductive 
research. 
- Qualitative or quantitative 
Qualitative approach is used for exploring the deep structure of phenomenon in its own terms 
while the goal of quantitative is using formal theory to explain, predict and control phenomenon. 
Qualitative researches are generally used to develop theories focusing on theory exploration and 
theory building. Researchers obtain knowledge by “the eye of someone else”. They need to 
acquire the first-hand learning, induct multiple sources in observation, documents, audio 
materials as well as the feedback of open-end questions in interview. Describing small number of 
interesting cases with detailed analysis is an approach to qualitative research. To sum up, 
qualitative research could present a person’s view to events, generally with less numerical 
analysis.  
When conducting quantitative research, firstly needs to review appreciate literature to develop a 
conceptual model that could explain the relevant variables and relationships. After that, 
measurements and classification of contents in a framework will be developed, refined or 
classified in practice. That means all practice results are used to confirm, test or compare with 
existing theory. A questionnaire which includes closed yes or no propositions, are usually 
recognized as a quantitative approach. The relevant data can be defined as a scope and analyzed 
according to numbers. Statistical techniques help to do some sophisticated analyses (Golicic et 
al., 2005; Hughes, 2006; Jonker and Pennink, 2010).  
According above theory, researchers argue that more research is conducted by the qualitative 
approach than the quantitative approach. First of all, qualitative approach is adequately used in 
researching the phenomenon which is new, dynamic, complex, or has difficult identified relevant 
variables (Hughes, 2006), which align with the actual situation of the research. Literature review 
is not only used in building a conceptual model, but also in guiding to collect empirical data in 
interviews and as a triangulation in research, so it is not a pure quantitative approach. Qualitative 
approaches generally include group interviews, projective techniques and in-depth interviews 
(Kothari, 2004). In this research, multiple case studies with semi-structured interviews are 
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conducted. Open-end questions will be designed and asked different interviewees. To conclude, 
the research fits to the qualitative approach. Although there might include some quantitative 
data, descriptive data and qualitative analysis still play major roles of the research.  
2.1.2 Building the research processes 
After the description of research approaches, a brief process of this study is presented as below 
(Figure 2.1). The process chart helps researchers to effectively and efficiently implement the 
research. It consists of a series of activities, some activities will be overlapped instead of 
following a strict order. For example, literatures may be reviewed repeatedly in the data 
collection period because new focuses are generated require new theory to follow-up.  
 
Figure 2.1: The research processes  
Although the processes include literature review and case study, a stronger plan of that two parts 
will be introduced later.   
2.2 Literature review methodology 
Literature review methodology consists of methods and regulations regarding the data collection 
and analysis during literature study. A robust methodology of literature review increases the 
quality of review findings, where quality is indicated as a degree of breadth and depth, clarity 
and brevity, rigor and trustworthy with sufficient analysis regarding the research focus (Hart, 
1998). It could also guide authors how to conduct a good literature review, for example, on 
which content to focus. 
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2.2.1 Why literature review 
Literature review is often conducted as initial step of a research. First of all, it could offer a 
theory evidence to prove whether the research is worthwhile (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009). 
After identified a research topic, it not only gives researchers the basically knowledge to 
understand the research topic in what had been researched and let them become experts in the 
field, but also helps to identify current problems and the direction of research as well as how to 
do the research (Hart, 1998). 
In this research, reviewing literature is one of the key methods in helping researchers generate a 
wide range of knowledge in SCF and SCIS construct. It also improves the ability of individuals 
to conduct research, identify and analyze factors that are crucial in this research, but also guide 
the design process of conceptual model and organize valid interviews.  
Furthermore, an exploratory literature review captures the “state-of-the-art” situation, identify 
the level of difficulty and the difficult points of the research segment. A comprehensive 
understanding of the topic is good for making better research plans, avoiding spending lots of 
time in a non-critical place. On the other hand, researchers could also find some interesting 
opinions regarding the topic during literature review, even some of them are unexpected initially 
(Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009).   
Yin (2009) argued that literature review aims at proposing clearer and more insightful questions. 
It is used as a tool to achieve goals rather than the final goal in research. According to that, this 
research also uses the knowledge and information obtained from case study to develop the 
findings in literature review, to afford a comprehensive view in this topic. 
2.2.2 literature review processes 
Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009) viewed the conduction of a literature review as a research 
clarification stage. In this stage, researchers need to find some evidence/indications to support 
their hypothesis, as well as find the reasons of link two factors together. After that, the researcher 
should be recording existing situation and desired situation in a research literature review chart. 
Following the purpose of this stage, Figure 2.2 presents the main processes that are conducted in 
literature review of this research but also the expected outcomes.  
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Figure 2.2: The phases and methods in conducting literature review and expect outcomes 
First of all, a basic requirement is to find a place that enables to find relevant literature in the 
research area. In this research, Google Scholar and LUBsearch database are mainly used to 
search for academic journals and published books in relation to the topic.  
After that, identifying useful sources from database and narrowing down the contents are the 
next tasks. In the phase of searching articles, researchers should select and use keywords to 
search for publications of familiar authors in accessible databases as well as useful references in 
selected articles (Ridley, 2002). Familiar authors refer to researchers who have deeply researched 
the area and their publications are widely used as basis of other researches. In this research, 
multiple keywords have been set such as “supply chain flexibility” “supply chain information 
system” “flexible supply chains” etc. After reading some of the article, the keyword could set as 
conceptual terms that frequently occur in selected articles, such as “manufacturing flexibility” 
“supply chain integration” and so on. In order to reflect the current circumstance of research 
area, mainly literature that was published after 2000 was selected. Some authoritative published 
journals (literatures have cited by large number of researches) during 1990 to 2000 published 
were also kept. 
The reading processes follow the instruction of Hart (1998): start at skimming the title and 
abstract, if interest, read category and preface then. Once familiar with the construct of a book, it 
is easy to find out the needed contents. Through quick reading of the title, abstract, introduction 
and conclusion, to ensure the paper is relevant to research area. After that start to read the 
contents and findings but also the background, setting and goals of research (Blessing and 
Chakrabarti, 2009). Hart (1998) suggested to acquire different knowledge from specific parts of 
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a paper. For instance, main ideas, purpose and logic research approaches that can be captured by 
glancing the introduction and preface. Reading the table of content could realize main structure 
and chapters. In addition, Ridley (2002) suggested to mark the important 
parts/contents/sentences and take notes and try to find commonly keywords among different 
researches while reading. Then, linking notes of multiple papers and identifying the connection 
of keywords or key contents is done in order to propose findings within an integrated construct. 
A good note must be written by a researcher own words, with simple description and good logic, 
clearly present the connections between keywords, guide to classification of data, updated and be 
easy to understand. In this research, crucial information is recorded as a basis for the next part of 
research.  
Mapping and analyzing data are conducted after a certain amount of literature reading and 
knowledge accumulation. The main goals of mapping include identifying the relevant knowledge 
under the different sub areas and help doing comprehensive analysis among main connected 
variables. Mapping increase the visibility of mess and clearly presents the core contents in a 
logic manner and show the gap under the research theme (Hart, 1998). In this research, mapping 
would specify the variables that may influence the relation between SCF and SCIS and describe 
the connections among variables, which would enable the design of a preliminary conceptual 
model. 
The last step is to summarize findings and to write the literature chapter. The text of the literature 
review should be constructed based on three factors: 1) Descriptions of literature review 
objectives and how to achieve in the research. 2) Summarizing the similar and different points of 
view under the topic in a logic and inductive way, highlighting the gaps of research. 3) Linking 
findings to the research topic. A map is required to connect relevant variables under the topic 
(Ridley, 2002). 
2.3 Case study methodology 
Case study research methodology is defined as an interview-based research methodology which 
learnt knowledge or experience from participants. When there is no clear boundary between 
phenomenon and context, the methodology is implementing to investigate a contemporary 
phenomenon within its real-life context (Perry, 1998). 
2.3.1 Objectives of case study 
Yin (2009) defined case study as an approach to describe the reason of a decision or a taken 
decision including the implementation process and the outcomes after implementation. It focuses 
on contemporary events rather than history data. In this research, the purpose of empirical study 
is to find the reason and impacts of implementing SCF and SCIS, as well as describing the 
interrelationship among them. Descriptions of current situation from frontline workers help to 
test the effects of implemented SCIS and SCF under today’s empirical environment. This means 
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case studies is a way to solve the research questions that suitable to answer the type of “what”, 
“why” and “how” questions based on gained knowledge from natural and complexity 
phenomenon. It also helps researchers to find unknown variables and to generate deep 
understanding of phenomenon further in reality (Voss et al., 2002). Applied in this research, case 
studies help to indicate and complete extra variables that haven’t shown in the conceptual model 
but affecting SCF and SCIS interrelations, help authors’ making conclusions based on deeply 
understanding the practice behavior in this research area and then update the structure and 
content of conceptual model. 
2.3.2 Single or multiple case study 
When conducting the research, choosing cases that represent the phenomenon in a good way is 
important, but there is also a choice in how many case studies the research should include to be 
sufficient (Voss et al., 2002). Adding cases extend the study to another population with divergent 
parameters, but this is not equivalent to expand the sample size. However, it is more useful when 
researching phenomenon that are known to some extent since it provides a stronger base with 
more empirical evidence. A single case study could be conducted on new phenomenon that has 
not been explored yet (Meredith, 1998). Single cases enable research to deeper into the 
observations and are most commonly used for longitudinal research, however, there exist limits 
to the research generalizability (Voss et. al., 2002). According the purpose of this research, 
multiple case study approach is chosen to organize and determine.  
2.3.3 Case study preparation phases 
Figure 2.3 presents the basic phases of doing multiple case study. The following step of 
designing research questions is unit of analysis. In this research, SCF and SCIS are affected 
along the supply chain, which include supply chain partners such as suppliers, manufacturers, 
distributors etc. Based on the range of research, this paper mainly focuses on 4 departments 
(purchasing, manufacturing, distribution and marketing) but also the top management of the 
supply chain. The unit of analysis in this research is the company and its associated supply chain. 
The next stage is the selection of samples. Perry (1998) indicates that most of selecting samples 
in multiple case study requires to be conducted in a logical and replicated way. It usually follows 
at least one of two options: a. The cases occur similar results by similar reason (Literal 
replication). b. The cases occur contrary results by similar reason (Theoretical replication). In 
this research, the authors start looking from big information system suppliers such as Optilon and 
ask for their client companies in order to capture target companies. Manufacturing companies 
with some specific dimensions such as scale, popularity, location, the degree of informatization 
are mainly focused on. In this way, selected companies might have similar background, and it 
might consequently lead to similar findings while interviewing with similar questions. If not, the 
reason of how it happens will be analyzed by directly discussing with managers and reviewing 
relevant literatures again. Besides, accessibility also include considering how to choose 
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companies to start interview. All the target companies are then listed in an appropriate order and 
appointments are made by sending an Email to interviewees. If the interviewee does not accept 
an interview request, the next one in sequence will be appointed. 
The interview protocol consists of an overview of the case study project, a general instruction, a 
prepared list of questions for the interview and a description the research paper (Kotzab et al., 
2005; Perry, 1998). It is a guideline of how to conduct research in a logic way but also to 
increase the reliability of the outcomes. 
 
Figure 2.3: Case study processes (source: Kotzab et al., 2005) 
In the part of “linking the data to research questions”, several open-end questions should be 
designed. The answer of the interviewees need to be concluded and compared with empirical 
data and findings of theory.  In this stage, interviewees from different departments may present 
opinions of different fields. For example, purchasing managers may point out information about 
relationships with suppliers and sourcing flexibility while the distribution managers concentrate 
on the contents of logistics and distribution. This process requires an interpretation of 
interviewees’ opinions based on their knowledge and experience. 
2.3.4 Planning and organizing an interview 
Interview is a common way of collecting data in case study, it collects the points of view of 
interviewees. As mentioned, the research encompasses personal interviews to a software supplier 
and multiple manufacturing companies. It requires that interviewer and an interviewee are in a 
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face-to-face sitting and discuss questions. Structured interview, unstructured interview and semi-
structured interview are the three types of interviews. Among them, structured interview has a 
rigid procedure, all prepared questions need to be asked in order, questions with several options 
must be answered by choosing one of them. On the contrary, unstructured interview has a 
flexible interview procedure with less pre-determined questions. An interviewer can arbitrarily 
ignore some of the designed questions and ask other questions. Unstructured interview requires 
interviewers with good skills and this type of interviews is generally used in exploratory 
researches. The flexibility of semi-structured interview is between the other two types. Semi-
structured interview requires a carefully prepared question list, all interviews should be 
conducted in general. The interviewer can also ask some other questions when some interesting 
points have been mentioned during the interview. It is often implemented when time is limited 
because it is easy to get all ranges of required information (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009; 
Kothari, 2004). A semi-structured interview is suitable for this research considering the 
interviewers have less experience. It can organize the interview under a more controllable 
environment since the interviewers are well prepared. It also maintains similar logic for 
interview of the multiple case study. 
After identified the interview structure above, the processes for interviewing should also be 
planned. In this phase, researchers must do a pre-arranged depth questions list based on the 
reviewed conceptual model and company background. As discussed, this study involves supply 
chain manager and managers from specific departments for the interviews to collect information 
from different supply chain perspectives.  
Using Email or telephone to make an appointment with interviewees are necessarily. Allocating 
different amounts of time to different interviewees is needed, managers in some position may 
require more time to answer the questions because there is a wider range of questions to be 
discussed. If interviewee not present during the site visit, the interview also could be conducted 
by Email, telephone or face to face interview in next time. To get a comprehensive phenomenon, 
interviews should be complemented with archival records and documents (Voss et al., 2002). It 
includes documents collected during the site visit, company websites, company brochure etc. It 
also should record interviewers’ observations in plant tours (Kotzab et al., 2005). Researchers 
will describe the relevant findings in case study chapter in a logical way. The transcribed 
contents of interviews with the prepared question list will become protocols of the research 
shown in appendix. 
2.3.5 Data analysis 
In this research, categorizing and tabulating techniques with a pattern-matching strategy are used 
for data analysis. 
Pattern-matching has been defined as one of the most favorable strategies in case study data 
analysis, which compares collected empirical data with previously predicted/existing data (Yin, 
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2009). In the study, authors need to compare a conceptual model built with basis of existing 
theory findings and empirical data. This involves adjusting it to ensure the conceptual model fits 
to the practice situation. When a case study has been completed, the data also needs to be 
compared with the data that are collected in previous cases and the theory. This is then followed 
by adjusting the conceptual model again and obtained some new findings. Sometimes, the 
outcome is contrary to prediction. Yin (2009) also suggested the researchers should focus on 
how and why this outcome has been occurred.  
In this study, first of the analytic techniques is setting several categories and placed all collected 
data into different categories in order to make it easy to link to the theory data. Then, the second 
technique will be used, tabulating to compare the empirical data and theory findings. Also 
comparing the overlap of empirical data that has been collected from different interviews. Since 
the most of collected data are descriptive rather than numerical, some techniques not relevant in 
this research like calculating means and variances. 
2.3.6 Maintaining reliability and validity in case study 
Table 2.1 indicates four crucial metrics to increase research quality by increasing validity and 
reliability. Testing internal validity is only required for explanatory research. This study is 
focused on enhancing construct validity, external validity and reliability.  
Table 2.1: The way to increase reliability and validity (sources: Voss et al., 2002; Yin, 2009) 
Yin (2009) argued that case studies lack of rigor since it allows equivocal evidence or the 
personal view in the interview process where researchers need to focus. In this study, multiple 
sources of evidence are used to increase construct validity. The sources include existing theory 
and the data collected from the multiple case studies. Chapter 2.3.3 describes a structure of the 
preparation process.  
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This research is conducted by multiple case study, with following a replicated logic way in 
implementation. Besides, in order to get a better reliability in case study, the protocols are 
prepared in advance and complemented with protocols after the interviews. The description of 
the protocol is shown in Chapter 2.3.3 and the contents of protocols are shown in Chapter 5.1 
and Appendix. Developing case study database is done continuously through the whole research 
process. 
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3. Literature review 
This chapter presents theoretical background of the thesis. Supply chain flexibility is first 
defined. The literature review of SCF focus on four main sub-areas including objectives, 
extending dimensions, improvement methods and measurement. The second part of the chapter 
presents SCIS and relevant contents in similar ways. Finally, the link between the fields are 
illustrated and summed up.  
3.1 From manufacturing flexibility to supply chain flexibility 
As discussed, today’s business environment is embedded with a lot of competitions and 
uncertainties. Chase et al. (2000) summarized the environment “The market trends are forcing 
companies to find flexible ways to respond to changes of customer expectations.” To be flexible 
has become one of the strategic priorities of organizations to efficiently and effectively respond 
to changes of customer expectations (Duclos et al., 2003). Hence, numerous research has been 
emerged. Table 3.1 is an overview of existing studies in terms of supply chain flexibility. It 
presents main literatures that are referred in this research and classifies those papers according to 
the multiple research focus or method.  
Table 3.1: Summary and classification of the literatures on supply chain flexibility 
Research focus Author(s) 
Literatures regarding manufacturing flexibility (bridges the 
gap to supply chain flexibility) 
Das (2011), D’Souza (2002), D’Souza and Williams (2000), 
Olhager (1993) 
Supply chain flexibility in an uncertain environment 
Angkiriwang et al. (2014), Prater et al. (2001), Stevenson and 
Spring (2007), Vickery et al. (1999), Yi et al. (2011) 
Building/refining conceptual models of supply chain flexibility 
D’Souza (2002), Duclos et al. (2003), Kumar et al. (2006), 
Lummus et al. (2005), Sanchez 
and Perez (2005) 
Flexibility considerations in supply chain design Stevenson and Spring (2009) 
Improving supply chain flexibility 
Angkiriwang et al. (2014), Fantazy et al. (2009), Juneho (2017), 
Lummus et al. (2005), Stevenson and Spring (2009) 
Measuring supply chain flexibility 
Giachetti et al. (2003), Moon (2012), Stevenson and Spring 
(2007), Vickery et al. (1999) 
Empirical study of supply chain flexibility (using long-
distance questionnaires) 
Fantazy et al. (2009), Lummus et al. (2005), Sanchez 
and Perez (2005), Vickery et al. (1999), Willis et al. (2016) 
Empirical study of supply chain flexibility (using 
interviews/in-depth field studies) 
Manders et al. (2016), Stevenson and Spring (2009), Thomé et 
al. (2014) 
Related concepts (e.g. supply chain agility and responsiveness) 
Constantin et al. (2013), Fayezi and Zomorrodi (2015), Practer 
et al. (2001), Scavarda (2015)  
 
“Flexibility” has been researched from the perspectives of economic and organizational for years 
(Yi et al., 2011). Flexibility reflects the ability of a system to effectively and efficiently respond 
to foreseen and unforeseen changes occur inside and outside of the system. Initially, flexibility 
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was set up in the manufacturing sector. In the last decade, much research has been focused on 
manufacturing flexibility (Das, 2001; D’Souza, 2002; D’Souza and Williams, 2000), most 
research implicitly or explicitly stated definitions of the manufacturing flexibility construct. 
Olhager (1993) indicated “In the short run, flexibility refers to the ability to adapt to changing 
conditions by using existing resources. In the long run, it measures the ability to introduce new 
products, new resources and production methods, and to integrate these into the existing 
production system.” Das (2001) defined manufacturing flexibility as the ability of a 
manufacturing system to change state across an increasing range of volume or variety, while 
complying with strict time and cost metrics. Many researches describe the function of 
manufacturing flexibility as a reaction to the changing environments.  
In the recent years, researchers start emphasizing the importance to look beyond the flexible 
factory to the flexible supply chain (Thomé et al., 2014), hence, the concept of flexibility has 
been extended to supply chain construct. The research on flexibility of other activities such as 
sourcing, logistics, product design and development and information systems are consequently 
developed. Lummus et al. (2005) stated supply chain flexibility as the ability of promptness to 
respond to customer demand and the degree of a firm to adjust speed, destinations and volumes 
of supply chain. The Supply Chain Council (2006) also generated a definition from a 
performance-based perspective: “The ability of a supply chain to cope with a changing market in 
order to gain or maintain competitive advantage.’’ Stevenson and Spring (2007) indicated five 
elements to provide a comprehensive definition of flexible supply chains: rigid flexibility, re-
configuration flexibility, active flexibility, potential flexibility and network alignment. To sum 
up, definitions of supply chain flexibility by research reflect the ability of all members within the 
supply chain to adopt a chain perspective, change or react to environmental uncertainty and meet 
the increasing variety of customer expectations without excessive costs, time, and organizational 
disruptions or performance losses.  
3.1.1 Objectives of supply chain flexibility 
As widely defined by previous studies, flexibility is viewed as a significant ability which enables 
organizations to cope with internal and external variation in order to improve market 
responsiveness (Das, 2001). Some researchers also identify objectives such as maintaining 
customer service levels and achieving better utilization of resources. In this study, three main 
objectives that companies aim to achieve are summarized and presented as below:  
Higher service level: Service level measures the performance of company to satisfy customer 
demand. Kumar et al. (2008) indicated that flexibility is the strategy for the supply chain to 
maintain customer service levels by adapting disturbances in supply and sudden demand change. 
So to speak, a flexible of the supply chain system is the key to keep high service level within an 
uncertain environment. 
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Resource utilization: Supply chain activities, such as production, storage, transportation, 
normally involve a variety of resources. Resource utilization is a measure of how much resource 
available capacity of resourced is being used for productive outputs (Angkiriwang et al., 2014). 
In general, it is hard to achieve a high level of resource utilization, however, some researchers 
indicate the role of flexibility in better utilizing the resources along the supply chain, for 
example, Pramod and Garg (2006) suggest that under the appropriate level of flexibility, the 
increase of flexibility level is positively related to the increase of the system utilization. 
Responsiveness: During the increased global competition in 1970s, manufacturers felt it was hard 
to maintain mass production with cost efficiency. While the product life cycle decreased, the 
demand became more customized and uncertain. As a result, responsiveness became a strategic 
imperative to respond to the environment. As Duclos et al. (2003) defined, responsiveness 
includes both delivery time and flexibility of product delivery. Many studies have made 
consensus on responsiveness as a very important capability that companies should have but also 
indicated the relation between responsiveness and flexibility. For example, Angkiriwang et al. 
(2014) stated “under uncertain environments, responsiveness can only be achieved if there is 
sufficient level of flexibility throughout the supply chain.” Moon (2011) suggest two ways in 
achieving better supply chain responsiveness: reducing uncertainties and improving supply chain 
flexibility. 
3.1.2 Extending flexibility dimensions to supply chain 
Angkiriwang et al. (2014) stated that flexibility is a complex, multi-dimensional, and hard-to-
capture notion which leads to the establishment of flexibility dimensions by studies during the 
90s. From previous studies, various typologies of flexibility have been proposed but there was no 
consensus about the dimensions underlying supply chain flexibility. Manders et al. (2016) 
identified 95 flexibility dimensions, based on insights from the resource-based and knowledge-
based perspectives. 
Vickery et al. (1999) stated that “supply chain flexibility should be measured from an integrative, 
customer-oriented view” (Fantazy et al., 2009), and the authors identified five flexibility 
dimensions including product, volume, distribution, new product and responsiveness flexibility. 
A useful attempt to identifying dimensions of supply chain flexibility was provided by Duclos et 
al. (2003) who developed a framework by using research on flexibility and supply chain 
management (Stevenson and Spring, 2009). The model consists of six dimensions, refined to five 
by Lummus et al. (2005), which are operational systems, organization design, supply network, 
logistics processes, and information systems flexibility.  
 
Table 3.2 summarizes some of popular dimensions underlying supply chain flexibility from 
previous studies. As the table shows, sourcing/supply/volume flexibility and 
logistics/distribution flexibility are emphasized by many academics, new product/launch 
flexibility and product/product development flexibility are widely discussed as well. So to say, 
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the initial five dimensions of flexibility (Vickery et al., 1999), except responsiveness flexibility, 
are also focused on many researches. Meanwhile, with the increasing importance of supply chain 
information integration and sharing, information system/spanning flexibility have been 
emphasized in recent years. In this chapter, five SCF dimensions with the most concerns are 
comprehensively defined and explained. 
 
Table 3.2: Dimensions of supply chain flexibility from literatures 
Types of supply chain flexibility 
Vickery et 
al., 1999 
Duclos et 
al., 2003 
Lummus et 
al., 2005 
Sanchez and 
Perez, 2005 
Kumar et 
al., 2006 
Stevenson and 
Spring, 2007 
Fantazy et 
al., 2009 
Manders et 
al., 2016 
Sourcing/supply/volume 
flexibility 
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Logistics/distribution flexibility √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
New product/launch flexibility √ √  √ √ √ √ √ 
Product/product development 
flexibility 
√ √  √ √ √ √ √ 
Responsiveness flexibility √ √   √    
Operations system flexibility  √ √   √  √ 
Organizational flexibility  √ √   √  √ 
Information systems/spanning 
flexibility 
 √ √   √ √ √ 
Market flexibility  √  √  √  √ 
Trans-shipment flexibility    √     
Postponement flexibility    √     
 
Sourcing flexibility, also named volume or supply flexibility, is defined as the ability to 
effectively increase or decrease aggregate production in order to respond to customer demand 
(Vickery et al., 1999). In other words, it means that companies can efficiently alter suppliers for 
specific components, materials or products in line with the market. Sourcing consists of various 
pre-activities which crucially connects between suppliers and buyers and leads to the 
procurement of materials, products or services (Duclos et al., 2003). Many researches indicated 
the importance of sourcing flexibility because it directly impacts supply chain performance by 
maintaining the stocks in an appropriate level under changing market conditions.  
 
Logistics and distribution management include all the delivering processes from suppliers to 
customers, such as packing and shipping, inventory control and transportation management. 
Logistics flexibility refers to the ability of organizations to adapt lead times (Sanchez and Perez, 
2005), but also cost effectively align and adjust the process of an efficient flow, include inbound 
and outbound activities in order to respond to customer demand (Manders et al., 2016; Stevenson 
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and Spring, 2007). One example of high level of logistics flexibility is just-in-time, which means 
suppliers deliver the correct quantity of products to the customer at the right place and time when 
it being used. Logistics flexibility requires close coordination of downstream activities in the 
supply chain whether performed internally or externally to the firm in order to provide 
widespread or intensive distribution coverage. 
 
New product flexibility/launch flexibility refers to the ability to rapidly introduce new products 
into the system, and this requires high integration of various value activities across the supply 
chain (Manders et al., 2016; Sanchez and Perez, 2005). As product life cycles decrease, 
increasing strategic emphasis is being placed on launching new products to the market as quickly 
as possible (Sanchez and Perez, 2005). Many literatures describe the benefits companies could 
gain by being first to market such as scale advantages, quality image perception advantage, 
larger market share and profitability.  
 
Product/product development flexibility is recognized as the key competitive priority in the 
operation literatures (Vickery et al., 1999). It refers to the ability to design new products or 
modify existing products to respond to changing customer needs (Manders et al., 2016). Another 
common definition of product development flexibility is stated by Vickery et al 1997 as “the 
ability to handle difficult, nonstandard orders and to produce products with numerous features, 
options, sizes, and colors for special customer specifications.” In recent researches, product 
development flexibility has been shown to be crucially linked with financial and marketing 
performance (Vickery et al., 1997). 
 
Information system flexibility is a basic capability which indirectly contributes to value creation 
in interorganizational relationships by achieving IS integration with partners (Saraf et al., 2007). 
Moon et al. (2012) proposed that information system flexibility represents the ability of 
organization’s information system architectures as it responds to the information needs within 
changing circumstances, especially where there is some unexpected disturbance. Some research 
indicated that “the supply chain is challenged when a major player decides to adopt new 
technologies or technical functionalities” (Duclos et al., 2003) This represents the necessity of 
inter-firm business to share information and data. Information sharing enable organizations to 
improve transparency, create trust between supply chain partners, avoid overproduction and 
reduce inventories (Stevenson and Spring, 2009). All members through the supply chain shall be 
willing to adapt and synchronize the information system to align with partners.  
3.1.3 Improving supply chain flexibility 
As widely discussed, supply chain flexibility is an important strategic priority in the 
contemporary business competition. Table 3.3 summarizes some intra and inter-firm practices 
that are used to achieve increased flexibility. In this chapter, three interesting approaches with 
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wide concerns are selected and comprehensively explained including collaboration and 
integration of the supply chain, information sharing and aligning with strategy.    
Table 3.3: Approaches to improve supply chain flexibility 
Approaches to improve supply 
chain flexibility 
Lummus et 
al., 2005 
Fantazy et 
al., 2009 
Stevenson and 
Spring, 2009 
Angkiriwang 
et al., 2014 
Fayezi and 
Zomorrodi, 2015 
Juneho, 
2017 
Total number 
cited 
Aligning with strategy √ √  √  √ 4 
Collaboration and integration of 
the supply chain √  √ √ √ √ 5 
Supplier qualification and 
training √  √ √   3 
Information sharing in the 
supply chain √  √  √ √ 4 
Shared resources √  √    2 
Flexible manufacturing 
operations √     √ 2 
Product design   √ √  √ 3 
Sourcing policies   √ √   2 
Holding inventory   √ √   2 
Tactical outsourcing to purchase 
flexibility   √ √   2 
Standardization and codification   √    1 
Variety management      √ 1 
 
Collaboration and integration of the supply chain 
Collaboration and integration of the supply chain include relationship integration (i.e. 
relationship and information flow) and process integration (i.e. material and financial flows). 
(Fayezi and Zomorrodi, 2015) In most research relationship integration is emphasized. The 
extent of collaboration and integration is important in determining the flexibility of the existing 
structure and the ease with which the supply chain can be re-configured. Brindley and Ritchie 
(2004) defined relationship integration as a crucial enabler of key processes in an organization 
and its supply chain. Relationship integration consists of a shared mental framework with 
suppliers and customers based on inter-organization dependency and collaboration principles 
(Stank et al., 2001). It presented the necessity to develop and maintain the trust, commitment, 
information sharing, communication and risk/benefit sharing of inter-organizational relations 
(Clements et al., 2007). A great deal of research indicate that organizations benefit when partners 
are willing to work together by sharing information and resources to achieve mutual objectives. 
The development of trust is one of the most crucial aspects of effective supply chain 
management. Trust is a multi-faceted construct. Predictable behavior and fairness are the main 
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premises of trusting relationships (Dyer and Nobeoka, 2000). Moreover, by integrating a cross-
functional team with suppliers, manufacturers not only increase communication flows, but also 
promote the process of product development (Juneho, 2017). 
Close relationships can challenge the reconfiguration of a supply chain and it provides one 
dimension of flexibility. A close relationship with customers enable organizations to effectively 
respond to changes of customer expectations, and to minimize unwanted product variety and 
volume. Research indicated some aspects to build a strong customer relationship, such as 
gathering customer feedback and responding to customer complaints (Wang and Feng, 2012), 
and tracking and monitoring customer service but also considering customers’ evolving demand 
(Zokaei and Hines, 2007; Wang and Feng, 2012). 
Information sharing in the supply chain 
A supply chain cannot respond to changes of customer expectations unless people know where 
the change has occurred, therefore, information flow must be visible and available throughout 
the chain. Lummus et al. (2005) indicated characteristics of supply chain flexibility that include 
information flows (efficient information flow throughout the chain) and data (accurate and 
timely data), where both accuracy and timeliness of data are widely emphasized.  
As discussed, supply chain integration benefit organizations on multiple dimensions of 
flexibility. Norrman (2008) mentioned that relationship integration is heavily relies on mutual 
information sharing among trading partners. Many researches stated the benefits company could 
gain by intra-organizational or inter-organizational information sharing such as transparency 
improvement, decrease or lost sales, speed up of payment cycles, overproduction prevention and 
inventory reduction. In other words, organizations could better perform on coordinating activities 
and resources when they share knowledge about the current condition (Fayezi and Zomorrodi, 
2015).  
White et al. (2005) explored the role of e-hubs and web services and found that information 
systems can be used to develop close relationships and and consequently increase flexibility 
(Stevenson and Spring, 2009). Information system is also defined as a medium which links the 
organizations and provide real time data visible up and down the supply chain by Lummus et al. 
(2005).  
Moreover, information sharing benefits more than on an operational level, for example, the 
sharing of data generates advantage on a strategic level where it mitigates intra and inter-
organizational uncertainties by improving supply chain managers’ understanding of the extended 
supply chain (Simatupang and Sridharan, 2002). However, once organizations are anxious about 
opportunistic behavior of their partners, information sharing may be terminated (Simatupang and 
Sridharan, 2002). 
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Aligning with strategy 
Angkiriwang et al. (2014) indicated that managers should be aware of various options of 
strategies to improve flexibility shall depend on specific situation of the organizations. Literature 
proposes different classification of supply chain strategy. Fisher (1997) classified supply chain 
strategies into two dimensions: product strategy and demand strategy. Katz et al. (2003) 
specified three distinct strategies: innovating, modularizing, appending which are recognized as 
competitive priorities of supply chain members sharing information to expand their capacity 
(Fantazy et al., 2009). Fantazy (2007) revealed three main supply chain strategies that are: (1) 
innovative strategy (2) customer-oriented strategy (3) follower strategy.  
 
Figure 3.1: The expected links among strategy, flexibility and performance (source: Fantazy et 
al., 2009) 
Fantazy et al. (2009) generated a conceptual basic model to figure out the relation among supply 
chain strategy, flexibility and performance (Figure 3.1). The model extends the concept of 
manufacturing construct to marketing, R&D and supply chain strategies. The supply chain 
extends beyond the enterprise. This means supply chain flexibility must also extend beyond 
internal flexibility of organizations (Duclos et al., 2003). As the model indicated, supply chain 
strategy is associated with and recognized as a primary influence on both supply chain flexibility 
and supply chain performance. Different companies could gain same benefits even though they 
have implemented different supply chain strategy. For example, customer-oriented strategy is not 
necessary to be consider by every firm, however, firms may benefit from it in different ways. 
Moreover, organizations with different type of strategy should have different focuses on specific 
dimension of supply chain flexibility. For example, organizations with customer-oriented 
strategy shall invest in sourcing, product, and delivery flexibility while innovative strategy 
organizations shall develop new product and product flexibility (Fantazy et al., 2009). 
To sum up, flexibility is driven by overall strategy of the organizations, company-wide strategy 
is as important as the tactical supply chain concepts in supporting supply chain flexibility 
(Lummus, 2005). A clear company strategy and support from top management are the keys to 
success. 
3.1.4 Measuring supply chain flexibility 
Measuring supply chain flexibility is a research area with much attention and less progress. 
Lacking theoretical base and universal measures have been identified as major causes of the 
incomplete state of SCF researches (Moon et al., 2012). Researches that attempt to measure 
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supply chain flexibility remain on a primary stage, meanwhile, the existing measures are often 
criticized. Stevenson and Spring (2007) summarized two main reason of the phenomenon: first, 
measures are difficult to achieve generality because it embeds with subjective opinions and 
specific situations. Second, flexibility is a multi-dimensional concept, being flexible in one 
dimension does not mean another dimension is flexible as well, so to say, two supply chain can 
be equally flexible but in very different ways. Measuring flexibility, especially measure the 
degree of potential dimensions, would generate much complexity. For example, managers could 
recognize flexibility of their organizations, but they may not be able to specify the characteristic 
which makes the firm flexible (Lummus et al., 2005).  
Most measurement systems focus on operational measures, which include operation of 
companies in the environment and the ability of dramatically changing in a short period of time. 
Kaplan and Norton 1992 developed the Balanced Scorecard to manage enterprise performance 
by financial and non-financial operational measures (Giachetti et al, 2003). Some literatures 
separate measuring work into “hard” factors (Giachetti et al., 2003) and “softer” factors (Gupta 
and Nehra, 2002). Hard factors refer to factors that can be directly captured, such as the ability to 
address order variations based on costs, inventory levels, lead times or lost sales. Softer factors 
are generally measured by Likert scales and the opinions of experts, such as flexibility in 
relationships (Stevenson and Spring, 2007). However, existing findings cover a limited number 
of dimensions of supply chain flexibility, meanwhile, the descriptions regarding practical 
application of measures are not sufficient. D’Souza and Williams (2000) also indicated that a 
majority of the measures of previous literatures are created to support the development of 
theoretical models, only a few of them are operationalized and tested, for example, the “four-
factor second-order model” that was developed by Moon et al. (2012).  
D’Souza and Williams (2000) emphasized to focus on the range or the mobility element of the 
dimension. It means the single measure which is able to solve both elements, will be modified to 
directly toward only one element. For example, volume flexibility might be measured by the 
variation in quantity of system producing outputs. Due to wide ranges of variation, this can be 
achieved if profitability is not a factor, the measure of the mobility element is altered to control 
profitability.  
To sum up, measuring flexibility is hard to achieve, although the previous studies have generated 
interesting points and directions of the area. Both industry and researchers are calling for more 
comprehensive and objective measures with real applications.  
3.2 Supply chain information system 
The supply chain information system extends the range and efficiency of supply chain network 
by providing an infrastructure to facilitate efficient exchange of data among participating 
members. It aims at coordinating and monitoring the supply chain operations by using an 
efficient information flow mechanism. With an integrated information flow system, the leading 
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organizations could not only respond to customer demand but also forecast their demands, 
thereby increasing the responsiveness to the varying market and better performing value-adding 
activities (Lau and Lee, 2000).  
Supply chain information system is a significant part under supply chain management, it has 
been in focus by researchers for decades. Table 3.4 provides a general overview of main research 
focuses regarding SCIS which presents main literature. 
Table 3.4: Summary and classification of main literatures regarding SCIS 
Research focus Author(s) 
SCIS in SCM and supply chain design Akkermans et al. (2002), Gunasekaran and Ngai (2004), White et al. (2005), Yu et al. 
(2010), Yousefia and Alibabaei (2015), Bargshady et a.l (2016) 
Information sharing Miller (1996), Li et al. (2005), Skipper and Hanna (2009), Yu et al. (2010), Saldanha 
et al. (2013). Youn et al. (2014), Saraf et al. (2007), Tarafdar and Qrunfleh (2017), 
Kembro et al. (2017) 
Information integration through 
supply chain network 
Haas (2007), Speier et al. (2008), Maiga et al. (2015), Youn et al. (2014), Saraf et al. 
(2007) 
IT applications Akkermans et al. (2002), White et al. (2005), Silveira and Cagliano (2006), Skipper 
and Hanna (2009), Saldanha et al. (2013), Yousefia and Alibabaei (2015)  
Challenges in information system 
implementation 
Akkermans et al. (2002), Saraf et al. (2007), Speier et al. (2008) 
 Information implementing variables Youn et al. (2014,) Silveira and Cagliano (2006), Saraf et al. (2007)  
 
3.2.1 SCIS from supply chain perspective 
Supply chain (SC) is a logistics network which consists of a set of stages from products design to 
delivery to end customers and involves multiple members such as supplier, manufacturer, 
distributor/retailer and customer. Supply chain management (SCM) aims at providing products 
or services through an integrated supply chain, adding value for customers and other 
stakeholders. It often requires integration of intra-and inter-organizational relationships as well 
as planning and close coordination of financial flow, information flow and material flow within 
the whole chain (Gunasekaran and Ngai,2004; Akkermans et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2010). Here, 
intra and inter firm integrations rely on streaming information in and out of an organization, 
which is the basis of using flexible information technology(IT) in numerous value-adding 
activities. Some research argued that information flow is the most important because there is no 
product flow could develop without it. Yu et al. (2010) indicated effective SCM could not be 
achieved by one company, it requires to integrate information of all supply chain partners such as 
amount of customer orders and delivery sites. Meanwhile, most of supply chain management 
activities are trying to remove or reduce uncertainties along the supply chain and achieve a high 
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accuracy result when predicting downstream changeable demand (White et al., 2005). This 
induces managers to implement an agile supply chain, whereas effective information system had 
been identified as a key factor in achieve supply chain agility to not only share information in 
and between of organizations, but also assist in transaction, management control, decision 
analysis and strategic planning (Yousefia and Alibabaei, 2015; Bargshady et al., 2016).  
To become competitive in the market and to meet changing customer demands, reconfiguring 
resource and modifying supply chain design could lead to an effective supply chain 
(Gunasekaran and Ngai,2004). Supply chain design is defined as a dynamic process which 
should consider organization, capabilities and technology. Among them, organization refers to 
design a supply chain which crosses over the organizational boundaries and focuses on the entire 
chain, paying attention on all value-adding activities instead of own activities. Information 
technology improves communication among different organizations by using electronic 
communication, it consists of suppliers and customers technology. Information system could 
extend and improve organization choice and increase the quality of joint decision making by 
implementing CPFR (Collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment) or VMI (Vendor-
managed inventories). Software such as CAD/CAM (Computer-aided design/computer aided 
manufacturing) are used to support automation operations. E-business technologies integrate 
activities through the value chain rather than roles among the supply chain. Capabilities means 
not only focus on currently capacity of supply chain, but also think about wanted business 
processes capabilities through the whole chain. Rajaguru and Matanda (2012) defined supply 
chain capacity as the ability of organizations to identify, use and assimilate resources both 
internally and externally, to promote all of supply chain activities. The capability also includes 
information system capability, which enables information sharing with partners, supporting 
market searching and monitoring, encourage scenario planning and help extending new products 
and services (Akkermans et al, 2002; Gunasekaran and Ngai,2004; Tarafdar and Qrunfleh, 2017; 
White et al, 2005). IT integration increase supply chain capability via sharing of real-time 
information (Bargshady et al, 2016). For example, ERP (enterprise resource planning) system 
efficiently facilitates organization operations and leads to the increasing of organizational 
capability (Akkermans et al, 2002).  
3.2.2 SCIS functions 
Many information system functions have been identified, such as information sharing, 
integration, tracking, decision making assistance etc. Much research emphasizes on information 
system facilitating information sharing and integration, these two functions will be described in 
detail below.   
Information sharing 
Table 3.5 defines and briefly describes main contents regarding information sharing in literature.  
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Table 3.5: An overview of main contents regarding information sharing 
Relevant content Descriptions Literatures 
 
Defining information sharing 
Sharing high quality information with business 
partners to facilitate planning, decision 
making and mutual development. 
 Li et al. (2005), Skipper and Hanna (2009), 
Saraf et al. (2007) 
 
Sharing information with 
target partners 
 
Intra-firm, customers, major subcontractors 
and major channel supplier. 
Li et al. (2005), Saraf et al. (2007), Skipper 
and Hanna (2009), Tarafdar and Qrunfleh 
(2017)  
 
Quality of shared information 
Accuracy, trustworthiness, timeliness and 
security 
Miller (1996), Li et al. (2005), Youn et al. 
(2014), Tarafdar and Qrunfleh (2017) 
Various types of information 
shared throughout supply 
chain network 
Strategic, tactical and operational information, 
information of demand, unpredictable 
information and knowledge. 
Yu et al. (2010), Saldanha et al. (2013), 
Lavtar (2013), Kembro et al. (2017) 
Sharing information leads to 
beneficial performances 
Avoiding bullwhip effect, developing agile 
supply chain by timely accessing information 
and coordination. 
Yousefi and Alibabaei (2015), Tarafdar and 
Qrunfleh (2017) 
IT applications EDI, Internet, XML, EFT, electronic exchange 
in supply chain management. 
Silveira and Cagliano (2006), Yu et al. 
(2010), Rajaguru and Matanda (2012) 
 
Demand volatility can not only reduce service level, but also influence on financial flow and 
daily operations. Information sharing is a common mechanism to mitigate the negative influence 
of demand volatility (Saldanha et al., 2013). Skipper and Hanna (2009) defined information 
sharing is the willingness to share the data of making strategic, tactical and operational decisions 
with others who are involved in the planning processes. Strategic data refers to annual demand, 
promotion planning and marketing strategy to help future purchasing and growth within the 
alliance. Tactical data consists of monthly and quarterly forecasting which assists the company in 
preparing production and logistics capacity. Operational data includes sales and orders which 
facilitates quick responses to customer demand and increases inventory level (Kembro et al., 
2017). Sharing information within and between organizations helps to develop contingency 
plans, manage plans and control daily operations since information sharing enable supply chain 
members to know the pros and cons of one method over another (Skipper and Hanna,2009). Li et 
al. (2005) emphasized that shared information should be critical and proprietary, and sharing 
undistorted and up-to-date marketing data at every node within the supply chain helps to achieve 
seamless supply chain. Saraf et al. (2007) defined interfirm information sharing as an extension 
of an enterprise share insights. Partners information share helps company to develop dynamic 
capabilities, forecast capabilities, and enable to increase competitiveness and form a solid supply 
chain relationship. (Li et al., 2005; Saldanha et al., 2013). Sharing information with customers 
could better understand the market trend while sharing information with major channel partners 
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help organizations to better modify and produce products (Skipper and Hanna, 2009). Here, 
major channel partner means that the company does not need to share information with all 
suppliers, only focuses on suppliers with long-term relationships and encourages joint planning 
and problem solving (Li et al., 2005). A literature gives an example to prove the advantage of 
interfirm information sharing. Toyota shares information with distributors about new production 
methods and market trends, and enables distributors involving in manufacturing and product 
design. This lead to distinct improvement in the quality of Toyota products. In contrast, if there 
is no information sharing, supply chain members will be forced into trade-offs (Skipper and 
Hanna, 2009). Bullwhip is the result of lacking real time information sharing, it means supply 
chain members are required to keep different level of safety stocks after received data from 
downstream members, and this would result in over production (Saldanha et al., 2013). It not 
only influences on customer satisfaction, but also impact on financial metric via increasing 
warehouses holding cost and transportation cost and high product return rate (Yousefi and 
Alibabaei, 2015). 
Even if partners are willing to share information, there also are some limitations while sharing 
knowledge. Unlike other types of information, knowledge means the decision-making skills from 
someone after analyzing and applying data. It forms in society rather than theory. Lavtar (2013) 
proposed sharing this type of knowledge is the key of achieving an organization’s main 
competition. However, some knowledge cannot be written down and recorded in database. It is 
subjective, personal, context-dependent so that it is difficult to share through IT system. 
Some research presented that different type of information generate different value to different 
supply chain roles. In general, sharing both capacity and demand information or full information 
sharing are good practices. However, sharing capacity and/or inventory information without 
demand information even get worse in supply chain performance. When facing to changeable 
demand, unknown or unpredictable data, information exchanges would generate higher value for 
firms (Yu et al., 2010; Saldanha et al., 2013). Information quality is necessary to be measured 
when sharing strategic and operational information. It includes four characteristics: accuracy, 
trustworthiness, timeliness and security (Youn et al., 2014).  
Accuracy of online transaction is a part of information reliability (Yang et al., 2013). Accurate 
information reflects underlying reality, it could be measured as the difference between “true” 
value and the value the information offers. Organizations generally invest a lot to increase 
information accuracy, however, accurate information may not be totally understood or accepted 
by customers (Miller, 1996). 
Trustworthiness is the basis of building shared agreement, it means partners are willing to share 
information to you. Increasing information quality meanwhile mitigate opportunistic behavior 
via voluntary exchanging information (Youn et al., 2014). Strategic supplier partnerships offer 
greater depth and wider information within supply interaction, facilitate supplier involvement in 
whole product life cycle and use their knowledge in product design, material selection and so on. 
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Avoiding delay cause by changing and re-working, becomes productive (Tarafdar and Qrunfleh, 
2017). 
Maintaining timeliness of information facilitate accurate forecast. It requires fast data reservation 
and transference (Miller, 1996). More frequent information sharing with suppliers would 
increase responsiveness (Tarafdar and Qrunfleh, 2017), regular interactions with customers also 
help to specify market trends. Chan et al. (2009) indicated that an automatic information system 
can shorten time delay of processing information by saving time in data collection, sum up and 
filtration. A real time information system can even achieve zero-lag of information transmission. 
Keeping the security of information is necessarily. Exposing business secrets will reduce 
organization’s power in future negotiations, besides, unsafe information will not be adequately 
used. However, it is difficult to exactly control sharing what information with whom since 
information vertically and horizontally flow across the network. Maintaining Information 
security consists of two factors: protect data from people and protect data from natural disaster. 
In order to not share critical information with everyone, passwords, data encryption and 
transaction authentication should be used and keep vigilance (Kembro et al., 2017; Miller, 1996).   
Information integration 
Similar with the part of information sharing, an overview of main contents in terms of 
information integration has shown in Table 3.6, followed by detailed descriptions of contents 
that relevant to this part. 
Table 3.6: An overview of main contents regarding information integration 
Relevant content Descriptions Literatures 
Defining information 
integration 
Integrating information system infrastructure, software and IT 
applications to obtain useful information from multiple sources 
and apply information in practice. 
Saraf et al. (2007), Haas 
(2007), Maiga et al. 
(2015) 
Classifying integration into 
multiple levels 
Dyadic systems vs. multilateral systems,  
Internal and external IS integration rely on intra- and 
interorganizational information systems. 
Li et al. (2005), Silveira 
and Cagliano (2006), 
Maiga et al. (2015) 
Coordination relies on 
interorganizational system 
Interorganizational systems transcend organization boundaries 
and provide an “aggregate view” of dealing with problems. 
 
White et al. (2005), 
Silveira and Cagliano 
(2006), Saraf et al. (2007) 
 
IT applications 
Including intra-organizational information system and inter-
organizational information system, such as ERP system, web 
services, EDI, extranets,electronic auctions/ordering and virtual 
markets. 
Silveira and Cagliano 
(2006), Saldanha et al. 
(2013), Maiga et al. 
(2015) 
 
Information integration leads 
to beneficial performance 
Information integration contributes in knowledge sharing and 
process coupling between partners, enables organization to 
acquire reliable information, develop close relationships, enhance 
collaboration and reduce collaboration risks to achieve virtual 
integration and agile supply chain 
White et al. (2005), 
Wang et al. (2006), 
Silveira and Cagliano 
(2006), Saraf et al. (2007) 
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Haas (2007) presented that 68% CEO of company see information integration as a key issue for 
their business, which lead to business reduction, information flow stopping and a waste of a lot 
of time in searching required information to complete daily work. With increasing volume of 
available and unstructured information and the extending of information sources, information 
integration is necessary. Information integration refers to integrate information system 
infrastructure, software and IT applications, which aims at integrating hard to find, overlapping, 
conflicting and incomplete information, in order to easily obtain useful information from 
multiple sources and apply information in practice (Maiga et al., 2015). 
Information integration can not only increase internal coordination, but also facilitate external 
integration and decision making among supply chain members. Li et al. (2005) divided 
information integration into internal integration and external integration. Speier et al. (2008) 
subdivided this structure into four levels (Figure 3.2). The first level called internal linking, 
belong to internal integration, which focus on internal information and manage internal 
processes, and connected IT applications to a company’s storage system and data collection 
system. Information integration could increase shared information quality and support cross-
functional processes within a company, in daily operations, and generally can be used in 
accounting and linking data with relevant activities, processes and workers. Internal integration 
is supported by intra-organizational system to focus on internal coordination, managing and 
controlling internal resources and facilitating customer requirements fulfillment by breaking 
down functional barriers (Maiga et al., 2015). Lavtar (2013) introduced three main functions of 
intra-organizational systems including data processing assistance, management supported and 
increased competitiveness by aligning with company strategies.  
 
Figure 3.2: The Relationship between Supply Chain Orientation and Information System 
Integration (source: Speier et al., 2008) 
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Youn et al. (2014) stated an organization cannot keep competitive advantage if it only uses one 
particular IT system in real practice. Meanwhile, market uncertainties, lacking timeliness and 
relevant information and knowledge force organizations to integrate with external actors 
(suppliers and customers). External IS integration refers to exchange information across 
organizational operations in a standardized and digital manner. The integration could timely 
disseminate information to relevant supply chain partners for responsive decision making and 
market actions (Maiga et al., 2015). Interorganizational information system (IOIS) is information 
and communication technology that can overcome organizational obstacles, enable information 
flows from one organization to others, and achieve integrated business transactions and 
processes. IOIS major contributes in supplier coordination. It facilitates supplier relationships by 
reducing transaction risks and cost in information exchange and coordination (Silveira and 
Cagliano, 2006; White et al., 2005)  
The other three levels are segmented by different degrees of interorganizational information 
system integration. The second level refers to information sharing between focal firm and 
suppliers and customers. Through computer-to-computer transaction, organizations could 
accurately forecast, delivery on time and obtain customer order on time. This level commonly 
includes IT application such as EDI and extranets (Silveira and Cagliano, 2006). 
The third level involves collaboration, joint business processes and decision making, in order to 
improve service level and reduce cost in transactions between organizations (Speier et al., 2008). 
In detail, a closer collaboration in IT enables internal production processes strategies and 
functions to better align with external interorganizational processes.  Meanwhile, collaborations 
could improve forecasting, coordinate inventory and make production decision based on shared 
understanding of performance issues, save cost by using inventory management techniques and 
minimize total inventory (including inventory of raw materials, work-in-process and finished 
goods) (Saldanha et al., 2013).  
The fourth level extends dyadic buyer/seller collaboration to multiple-partner synchronization. It 
brings more flexible operations in supply chain, reduces cycle time and supply chain total cost as 
well as helps to create high responsiveness supply chain (Speier et al., 2008). Comparing with 
the second and the third level, level four has great advantages to reduce supplier switching cost. 
For example, online store can not only identify and classify customers through customer 
shopping habit, such as the preference of products, but also provide a convenient all Internet-
based transaction process including searching, ordering, payment, receiving and handling 
requests after sales. Managers could provide services by using the websites, for instance, to 
respond to customer consults and complaints and check order status (Yang et al., 2003). 
3.2.3 The factors impact on SCIS implemented performance  
There are many factors could influence the performance of SCIS implementation. Youn et al. 
(2014) pointed out that interorganizational information system should be supported by strategic-
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level IS planning, which include supply chain design, maintaining relationships among supply 
chain members and fit to supply chain objectives. 
Personnel should be considered while implementing SCIS. SCIS involves various business 
processes that requires control by experts who have comprehensive understanding in technology 
application and business processes of organizations. It also requires the willingness of CEO to 
integrate IT with company’s strategies as well as a trained team with certain level of knowledge 
in the operations (Youn et al., 2014).  
White et al. (2005) presented organizations should spend time and resource to build a close 
relationship with supply chain partners to improve supply chain operation performance. Kembro 
et al. (2017) also argued that mutual trust relationship is a key element to eliminate opportunistic 
behavior and to reduce short term costs. When a company is searching for partners, firms with 
similar shared vision, structures, goals, products and culture are easy to achieve integration 
(Rajaguru and Matanda, 2012). These integrated partnerships increase partners’ willingness to 
share information that can improve overall supply chain performance, and support to achieve a 
seamless connected supply chain (Kembro et al., 2017). Partnership could be divided into 
strategic supplier partnership and customer partnership. Supplier partnerships enable to do 
mutual planning, joint problems solving and developing. Customer partnerships include interact 
with customers, efficiently address customer complaints and develop to products via tracking 
customer needs (Tarafdar and Qrunfleh, 2017). Multi-tier information sharing is difficult to 
implement due to weak relationships between information sender and receiver, although it may 
generate larger benefits than to share information with strategic suppliers and customers 
(Kembro et al., 2017).  
IT system connectivity reflects the capacity of sharing and utilizing information between 
organization and supply chain partners. An easy connected information sharing network can 
increase effective resource allocation, adapt organization adjustments and reduce notification 
time in organizational alignment (Skipper and Hanna,2009). A similar definition with IT system 
connectivity is IS integration, which can be defined as the extent of applying internal IT system 
with business partners. IS integration consists of technology integration (increase software 
compatibility and IT function) and vertical/business integration (integrate operations and 
organizational structure). A high level integrated information system could easily identify data 
properties, once organization captures the data, business partners would acquire useful data 
timely (Saraf et al., 2007). 
Different situations in supply chain also influence on implementing different type of SCIS. 
Silveira and Cagliano (2006) found that the dyadic IOIS (the second and third level in 
information integration) is more suitable in stable networks while multilateral IOIS (basically the 
fourth level in information integration) is more adequate for dynamic networks. 
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Some researches identify firm size as a variable in SCIS implementation. Silveira and Cagliano 
(2006) measured it by the number of employees in a business unit. Generally, larger companies 
could manage abundant resources that lead to better supply chain performance when 
implementing similar SCIS. They also have a larger power that force partner organizations to 
provide their required information. As Kembro et al. (2017) proposed, a powerful player can 
even obtain all benefits generated from inter-organizational information sharing rather than fairly 
allocating outcomes among involved supply chain members. 
3.2.4 The applications of information technology 
Lavtar (2013) presented that IT only supports to find out solutions rather than making solutions 
itself. Traditional IT only provides technical support in operations, it now can create integrated 
business strategy, provide a new way which enables organizations to become competitive and 
create new business opportunities based on organizations existing activities. Skipper and Hanna 
(2009) argued that IT include hardware, software and network. It facilitates the flow of 
information, assists to make decisions, plan and implement strategy, that lead to performance 
improvement of whole network-wide organizations. In contemporary business, IT has become 
strategic resource to address volatile demand of the market, IT provides capacity of fast 
responding to changes via increasing visibility in the supply chain (Akkermans et al., 2002; 
Saldanha et al., 2013). There are three main IT functions that are described as below.  
Transactions 
Transaction is the core function of supply chain information systems, involves creating and 
recording of individual logistics activities data, and using data in order arrivals, storage, 
selection, assembling, shipping, pricing, invoicing and customer inquiry (Yousefi and Alibabaei, 
2015). In transactions, implementing automation instead of using human resource in structured 
and routined processes could increase working effect with reduced human errors, like Radio 
frequency identification (RFID). Implementing electronic tracking could manage purchasing by 
tracking material flow. Electronic order and procurement can guide suppliers when to purchase 
(Saldanha et al., 2013). Online auctions and private virtual market transactions are built over 
Internet, afford more personnel in supply and purchase to seller and buyer. Internet business-to-
business facilitates supplier selection and contracting by reducing costs of production, 
coordination and search (Skipper and Hanna, 2009; Silveira and Cagliano, 2006). Commonly 
used information communication technologies (ICT) also belong to transactions IT system, they 
consist of electronic data interchange (EDI) and electronic funds transfer (EFT) that based on 
extensible markup language (XML), extranets and the World Wide Web (WWW), facilitate the 
relationships between buyer and supplier via inter-organizational information sharing, and 
improve supply chain order fulfillment performance. Current ICTs can not only support 
management of administration and business process, but also support business strategies and 
assist in building new business strategy (Lavtar, 2013). Due to the complexity and uncertainty of 
the supply chain, online information communication system has become popular (Gunasekaran 
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and Ngai, 2003; Bargshady et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2010). Web services could emerge and share 
information regardless of programming language and platform running in the organization, that 
are easy to build connection with others who use different internal systems. (White et al., 2005) 
Contrarily, EDI is usually used in large organizations and exchange data with long-term 
relationship partners due to companies need to offer large investment in value added networks 
(VANs). Between them, extranet is also based on private networks, but share information by 
using internet protocols and public communication system. It not only promises the information 
security, compared with EDI, it also increases flexibility during use (Silveira and Cagliano, 
2006).  
Management control and decision support  
Supply chain information systems help to identify potential problems such as inventory shortage 
by measuring performance and offer modeling and analyzing tools to generate optimal solutions 
helping managers to make effective decision (Yousefia and Alibabaei, 2015). Saldanha et al. 
(2013) presented an example of integrated IT which consists of transaction, management control 
and decision support system. The IT system of P&G company has linked the production 
department to Walmart’s distribution center. When system tracking down that Walmart is close 
to stockout, consider the forecast basis of previous performance, it will inform P&G the time to 
start producing and the quantities are required to be replenished. IT system not only reduce 
stocks of P&G, but also enable Walmart to procure with a lower price.  
ERP is also an integrated IT system, which can control a range of activities from the upstream 
procurement to downstream sales but also financial accounting regardless the length of 
geographic sites among these activities. It can also manage customization of services/products 
with standard processes and information classification, support to create plans via material 
requirements planning (MRP) running and decide whether accept an order or not by checking 
able-to-promise (ATP). To sum up, ERP has three different types of functions: Transaction 
processing, workflow management and decision support (Akkermans et al., 2002).  
Strategic planning  
Systems are used to develop/refine the strategies via long term performance evaluation. It 
requires perspective under supply chain construct, helps managers to find relationships and 
causes via display data graphically. Executive information system (EIS) is one example 
(Yousefia and Alibabaei, 2015).  
3.2.5 Challenges in implementing information system 
Implementing SCIS do not always benefit the organizations, it could generate risks and even lead 
to failure in real operations. This chapter summarizes several challenges and limitations in terms 
of SCIS/IT implementations that have been widely presented and described by literature.  
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Information sharing and integration do not always result in greater supply chain effectiveness. 
Researchers have identified multiple reasons regarding why information integration do not 
always lead to better supply chain performance. For example, the shared information is not 
reliable or not able to provide additional value than what the organization already has, the 
distribution of benefits among partners are not equal (Speier et al., 2008) or information sharing 
occurs before the redesign of business processes. Besides, a useful information sharing and 
integration does not guarantee that organizations can take advantage of this to improve 
performance (Grover and Saeed, 2007). 
Kembro et al. (2017) indicated that it is common for a company to connect with multi-tier of 
suppliers and customers. However, some software (i.e. ERP) are not able to be used across 
multiple organizations which limit the development and collaboration of company.  
Lacking flexibility in IT to adapt changeable supply chain needs is another limitation. Long 
delay and high cost for changing a IT system lead to perplexedly changes in business process and 
supply chain construct (Akkermans et al., 2002), especially the integrated system such as 
customer relationship management (CRM), their diverse nature often challenge the connection 
with partners (White et al., 2005). Lacking flexibility also reflect when an organization create 
new relationship with another firm. It requires to invest time and resource in restructuring 
interface with new partner and to develop necessary organizational adjustments (Saraf et al., 
2007).  
Incompatibility of IT system could also challenge collaboration. It refers to two or more IT 
systems are hard to be implemented at the same time. If a focal firm has not used similar IS 
application with own company, incompatible data and interface standards may be an issue when 
exchanging information (Tarafdar and Qrunfleh, 2017) Saraf et al. (2007) stated IS integration 
does not always benefit organizations. Once relationship break up, the IT system would 
immediately lose value.  
3.3 The importance of SCIS in achieving flexibility 
Dynamic networks concern agility and market-responsiveness (da Silveira and Cagliano, 2006). 
Organizations are required to manufacture products with short life cycles. In this environment, 
flexibility is the most important performance priority, followed by quality and delivery.  Flexible 
competitors are able to constantly adapt their resources, processes, and sometimes even the entire 
business models (e.g. orientations) to align with market demand and maintain their competitive 
advantage. To achieve the goals, flexible IT infrastructure is deployed by numerous companies. 
Figure 3.3 reflects that the effective use of information systems has been recognized as a critical 
enabler of supply chain flexibility in today’s competitive environment. Breu et al. (2001) stated 
‘‘information systems play a significant role in developing agility, without them, the concepts of 
speed and flexibility would be inconceivable.’’  
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Figure 3.3: Evolution of the agility paradigm (source: Christopher, 2000). 
 
Lummus et al. (2005) specified multiple characteristics that make supply chain flexible. The top 
six SCF characteristics include: ability to synchronize to customer delivery dates and time, 
ability to shorten cycle times, visibility of customer demand, efficient information flow 
throughout the supply chain network, ability to shorten lead times and accurate and timely data. 
These items have obtained unanimous consensus as critical capabilities for supply chain 
flexibility and strongly reflected the importance of having available and visible information. 
Good supply chain visibility requires all participants have a clear view of events whenever or 
wherever they occur, and more important, to respond to the change of demand and expectations. 
As Hewitt (2001) noted, “the ability to capture the market is one thing; the ability to effectively 
and efficiently respond to demand is quite another’. In this process, information system is quite 
important because it plays a fundamental role of linking organizations, offering visibility up and 
down the supply chain through data sharing.  
There are a great deal of information system or technologies, each type of them provides specific 
abilities, the outcomes depend on how organizations use it. To provide a general view of 
interactions between SCF and SCIS, the chapter mainly summarizes and analyzes the role of 
SCIS rather than focuses on information system itself.  
3.3.1 The interactions and relations between SCF and SCIS 
Information systems have ability for market intelligence capturing and understanding, inter-firm 
information sharing, communication and coordination, market planning and new product 
introduction (Sabherwal and Chan, 2001), these abilities have been defined as ‘IS capability for 
agility’ (Tarafdar and Qrunfleh, 2017) and serve an important role in achieving flexibility. Table 
3.7 generates an overview of interactions between SCIS and SCF, including SCIS characteristics 
and descriptions, correlated flexibility dimensions and main literature. 
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Table 3.7: Summary of literatures regarding the interactions between SCIS and SCF 
SCIS 
characteristics 
Descriptions Influenced flexibility Descriptions Literatures 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supply chain 
integration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sharing information with 
supply chain members to 
confirm capability 
Product development 
flexibility 
The ability to respond to varying 
demand with new product and 
modify existing products 
Juneho (2017), 
Tummala et al. (2006), 
Das et al. (2006), 
Stevenson and Spring 
(2007)  
New product 
flexibility 
The ability to design and 
introduce new products into 
system 
Juneho (2017), Suarez 
et al. (1996), 
Sabherwal and Chan 
(2001) 
Mix flexibility The ability to change the variety 
or combination of products. 
Suarez et al. (1996) 
Sourcing/volume 
flexibility 
The ability to fulfill market 
requirements in 
purchasing and supply of goods 
Juneho (2017), Suarez 
et al. (1996) 
Internal and external 
collaboration 
Workforce flexibility The ability to innovate skills 
before claiming the requirements.  
Breu et al. (2001) 
Synchronizing logistic 
activities with partners  
Logistics/delivery 
flexibility 
The ability to adjust the processes 
of good flow. 
Stank et al. (2001) 
 
Capturing and understanding 
the market 
 
  Building virtual market 
Marketing flexibility The ability to capture and adapt 
to dynamic market 
Lummus et al. (2005) 
Sourcing/ volume 
flexibility —— 
da Silveira and 
Cagliano (2006) 
 
 
 
 
 
Real time 
information 
sharing  
Accurate forecasting  
Efficient communication and 
coordination with partners  
Transmitting demand and 
current plant load throughout 
the network 
Manufacturing 
flexibility 
The ability to manage production 
to fulfill customer demand 
 
Saldanha et al. (2013), 
Stevenson and Spring 
(2009)  
Logistics/delivery 
flexibility  
 
—— 
Close relationship with 
customers 
Marketing flexibility —— Fisher et al. (1995), 
Juneho (2017) 
 
Tarafdar and Qrunfleh (2017) pointed out two information requirements of flexible supply chain 
strategy. The first requirement is to timely access to information of market trends, customer 
preferences and competitive action that enable organizations to respond to varying demand by 
launching new products (Lee, 2002). Second, a flexible supply chain strategy requires 
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information that reflect the collaboration and coordination with partners such as timely sharing 
of schedules, lead times and inventory to effectively deliver products and monitor inter-firm 
processes (Saraf et al, 2007). These requirements can be fulfilled by a portfolio of information 
systems.  
Table 3.8 presented main focuses of information systems, in many dimensions they support the 
flexibility literature. For instance, “visibility of customer demand”, “efficient information flow 
throughout the supply chain network” are defined as crucial requirements of supply chain 
flexibility, “ability to broadcast demand and current plant load to the entire network” is critical in 
satisfying customer demands by managing product flow. The increasing of supply chain 
flexibility could be achieved by two main SCIS capabilities: supply chain integration and 
collaboration and real time information sharing.  
Table 3.8: characteristics of supply chain information systems 
Classification Information system support focus 
 
 
Requirements of supply chain flexibility 
Visibility of customer demand  
Efficient information flow throughout the supply chain network  
Accurate and timely data 
Visibility of inventory 
 
 
 
Fulfilling changing 
demand 
Understanding the 
progress/market 
Real time information sharing with trading partners 
Managing product flow Broadcasting demand and current plant load to the entire network 
Adjusting operations Planning and monitoring operational activities to respond to market change 
Culture and awareness Willingness of management to invest in information rather than inventory 
 
Supply chain integration and coordination  
Information system is a tool to integrate processes and activities across organizations. Generally, 
higher levels of supply chain complexity and uncertainty lead to greater investments in 
information integration. Goodhue et al. (1992) indicated integration facilitates organizational 
communication but also the coordination between interdependent operations of organization. 
Lacking integration will obstruct the ability of multiple organizations work as a cohesive supply 
chain unit (Speier et al., 2008). Research defined five key elements that are crucial to develop 
supply chain structure fit with supply chain strategy: technology integration, communications, 
standardization, decision-making hierarchy and metrics/reward systems. At least three of them 
are related to the implementation of information system. For example, technology integration 
refers to the coordination of information systems and relevant data to connect supply chain 
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members. Information systems often facilitate communication among supply chain partners, 
develop mutual interpretation of goals and enhance trust and better relationships (Speier et al., 
2008). Standardization of information include establishing common terms, definitions, 
approaches of data coding and order notation across participating supply chain partners, resulting 
in more efficient and effective data sharing. Much research proposes that, better information 
systems integration of trading parties would result in greater coordination and collaboration 
(Goodhue et al., 1992). This suggests that organizations wishing to improve performance should 
invest time and resources in building closer relationships with supply chain partners (White et 
al., 2005).  
One good implementation of information system is virtual integration. Virtual integration is 
often observed when organizations operate in an uncertain market. It enables organizations to 
achieve tighter collaborative operation execution and process planning and control by integrating 
a set of suppliers through IT (Wang et al., 2006). It creates an ability for organizations to better 
control the process and to manage demand volatility, and improves resource utilization for both 
manufacturers and suppliers, Thus, virtual integration can be recognized as a strategy to reduce 
the impacts of environmental uncertainties by enhancing inter-firm information processing, 
coordination, and control. 
External integration enhances SC flexibility (Juneho, 2017). Research indicate that when 
partners are willing to work together to achieve mutual objective by sharing information and 
resources, benefits of external collaboration through integration would be generated (Stank et al., 
2001). Integrating internal capability with external resources require numerous competencies. 
Sharing sensitive financial information, capture and interpret information enhances trust among 
participants and enable an efficient response to customer needs. By integrating a cross-functional 
team with suppliers, organizations facilitate not only communication flows but also product 
development (Ngai et al., 2004). Cousins et al. (2011) found it is important to share sensitive 
information such as cost and create close partnerships, especially during product development. 
Das et al. (2006) also proposed the importance of supplier integration, which involves elements 
such as joint problem solving, mutual trust, joint investment, performance evaluation (Tummala 
et al., 2006) and financial information sharing. These types of partnership with suppliers result in 
SC flexibility through increasing synchronization of purchasing and production functions. Close 
relationships with suppliers reduce uncertainty, but also positively influence on volume, mix and 
new product flexibility (Suarez et al., 1996), which can result in SC flexibility through 
facilitating mutual commitment and improving communication.  
Chapter 3.2.1 presents four levels of information system integration. Multilateral IOISs 
contribute to information synchronization among various supply chain members that are able to 
improve operations flexibility and quality through decreasing the cost to capture information 
about offerings of alternative suppliers (da Silveira and Cagliano, 2006). The internet-based 
market provided by multilateral IOISs link to a potentially large number of suppliers. Products 
comparison will be facilitated if there are a large number of sellers and buyers involved under the 
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same market construct (Kathawala et al., 2002). Delivery can be improved by three main factors: 
a. searching alternative suppliers over electronic markets; b. Coordinating delivery scheduling by 
a portfolio of IOIS-enabled collaborative practices such as demand, supply, and transportation 
planning c. disintermediation enables purchasers to procure from suppliers further upstream in 
the supply chain (da Silveira and Cagliano, 2006). These factors reduce the overall 
manufacturing and service lead time, assist in adjusting supply delivery schedule and save costs. 
Stank et al. (2001) indicated that supply chain members synchronize logistical activities to 
generate value for customers by reducing costs related to operation duplication. The combination 
of information integration technology and advanced planning and scheduling (APS) system 
enables organizations to shorten lead times by monitoring and collaborating the flow of products 
through the supply chain.  
Moreover, collaboration through information system not only reduces uncertainties but also 
manages the organization skill base (Breu et al., 2001). Workforce flexibility refers to 
proactively innovate skills before claiming the requirements (Yusuf et al., 1999). To achieve 
that, organizations need to interpret dynamic environment and forecast future needs of skills. 
Some researches indicated workforce flexibility can be facilitated by both internal and external 
collaborations (Breu et al., 2001; Gunasekaran, 1999). Breu et al (2001) proposed information 
system has thoroughly changed the traditional vertical integration, it crosses the boundary of 
space and time, embeds information, technology with speedy action and flexible operations of 
workforces. 
Real time information sharing 
Many researchers identified information sharing is one of the approaches to increase supply 
chain flexibility (Chapter 3.1.3). The accuracy of data has been recognized as crucial for data 
such as inventory records, bill of material and other planning information. Besides, having timely 
data has been emphasized by organizations to make timely decisions.  
Information sharing is an important SCIS function which could affect the way of supply chain 
design and management (Lau and Lee, 2000). The information and technology infrastructure lies 
at the heart of virtual organization (Breu et al., 2001). As Figure 3.4 indicates, information 
sharing should impact on every operation activity throughout the supply chain. Current SCIS and 
Internet technologies facilitate the sharing of real time information in the supply chain thus 
increasing effective coordination at network level. One important example is using vendor 
managed inventory (VMI) systems that upstream suppliers can directly respond to the inventory 
and demand information of a downstream customer by adjusting the delivery quantity and timing 
(Stevenson and Spring, 2007). This reduces uncertainties and generate greater flexibility for 
suppliers and provides balance between excess inventories and lost sales for customers (Lau and 
Lee, 2000).  
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Figure 3.4: internet-based supply chain (source: Lau and Lee 2000) 
Chapter 3.2.2 indicated information sharing enable organizations to better understand the market 
trend and modify and produce products to respond to demand volatility. IS capability for agility 
includes sharing information with supply chain members that enables organization to better 
predict demand, potentially communicate and timely coordinate with participants (Saldanha et 
al., 2013). It also enables the firm to monitor changes of customer expectations thus reducing the 
possibility of inaccurate demand forecasts and insufficient resource allocation (Saldanha et al., 
2013) and increasing its ability to quickly produce and deliver the required products. For 
instance, Dell transmits real time order information to supply chain members which enables 
timely adjustment of delivery quantities (Tarafdar and Qrunfleh, 2016). 
Information exchange enabled by IT makes the suppliers responsive to dynamic customers’ 
requests, this indicates IT-enabled integration is a useful mechanism for enhancing supplier 
responsiveness to changing environments. So to speak, the timely information exchange with 
suppliers through interorganizational information system could improve a manufacturer’s 
flexibility (Wang et al., 2006). 
Information system also plays important role in facilitating inter-plant flexibility. Quite often an 
organization which has the plant collaborate with the unit which has personnel or some other 
resources to finish one project. In this collaboration, information system such as web technology 
provides inventory visibility between plants. This mutual sharing of information alert to plants 
when the inventory is not allocated to a customer (Stevenson and Spring, 2009). 
Stevenson and Spring (2009) proposed that lack of information sharing limits the ability of 
companies to be flexible. For example, some organizations are not willing to develop their own 
manufacturing flexibility by investing in resources and materials because of a lack of 
information sharing with supply chain members. The situation with low transparency and trust in 
inter-organizational relationships restrict organizations to be flexible, responsive and to reduce 
cost.   
Sharing information with customers is also valuable (Stevenson and Spring, 2009). As for 
organizations, receiving information from their suppliers regarding constraints such as bottleneck 
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work centers and the current shop load enables them to provide better services to their customers. 
Fisher et al. (1995) developed two strategies for companies to minimize unwanted product 
variety: a. building close relationship with customers to ensure current products match to 
customer expectation; b. eliminating products that are no longer needed by market (Juneho, 
2017). Closer relationships with customers enable organizations get closer to the dynamic market 
and reduce risks tied with uncertainties.  
3.3.2 Maintaining information system flexibility 
The strategic benefits based on supply chain information systems have been well described in the 
literature. Information system flexibility can be recognized as the ability to quickly and 
economically adjust IS applications to varying business needs (Saraf et al., 2007). Maintaining 
information system flexibility has become crucial to decrease risks and IT-related costs when 
products, environment or partners change. Duclos et al. (2003) indicated “when a major partner 
updates information system or adopts new technical functions, the rest of supply chain members 
need to address challenges of synchronizing the changes.” Lacking flexibility in information 
system may due to some reasons, for example, large companies always have complex legacy 
system with great volume of data (Duclos et al., 2003) and in traditional, implementing high-
integrated information systems (Rajaguru and Matanda, 2012).     
Approaches that can facilitate information system flexibility are limited in previous literature. IT 
infrastructure flexibility is defined as one of the crucial factors. IT infrastructure flexibility refers 
to the ability of organizations to set up technological resources as a basis to improve IT 
application. Flexible IT infrastructure can easily add, modify and delete any element of the 
infrastructure, it eases the process of integrating information within the organizations that 
enables companies to generate and absorb knowledge by efficiently transmitting and 
communicating expertise with partners through the network (Bargshady et al., 2016). IT 
infrastructure can be divided into technical IT infrastructure and human IT infrastructure. The 
technical IT infrastructure requires organizations to integrate computers, software, 
telecommunications, and data with partners’ so that all kind of information can be effectively 
and efficiently transmitted through the network and processes. Selecting standardized lower-
level IT infrastructure components such as IT architectures, operating systems, networking 
components helps to maintain information system flexibility (Saraf et al., 2007). The human IT 
infrastructure refers to human and organizational skill, expertise, competencies, organization 
structure and knowledge (Yigitbasioglu, 2016). Saraf et al. (2007) proposed that creating 
expertise through training IT staff can facilitate information system flexibility, and that setting 
governance standards regarding the response rate of IT support activities is also helpful. Many 
researches indicated IT infrastructure flexibility as a core competency that enables effective 
response to varying conditions, having flexible IT infrastructures ensure seamless change 
management. 
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3.3.3 Information system doesn’t always lead to better flexibility 
The above chapters have described the positive linkage between supply chain information system 
and supply chain flexibility. However, other literatures argued that the investments in 
information system do not always lead to greater supply chain effectiveness. Speier et al. (2008) 
indicated that integration and collaboration between partners may generate unequal distribution 
of benefits. Shared information may be unreliable, or it does not provide additional value than 
what the partners already have. Some specific supply chain and market structure or 
characteristics may not be able to generate benefits through an information system (Sahin and 
Robinson, 2005). Moreover, even if information sharing and integration is useful, it still does not 
guarantee that organizations can use the information to increase performance (Speier et al., 
2008).  
The extent of collaboration and integration is critical in determining the flexibility of the existing 
structure and the ease with which the supply chain can be re-configured. As discussed, close 
relationships facilitate dimensions of flexibility, however, such relationships may also challenge 
supply chain reconfiguration. White et al. (2005) indicated that building close relationships with 
trading partners would generate relationship-specific investments and firms are unlikely to 
change this high-integrated relationships and this would lead to the decreasing of supply chain 
flexibility. 
Sahin and Robinson (2005) defined that some possible dimensions for information integration 
taxonomy, such as the extent of information sharing among supply chain members and the 
degree of decision making coordination between trading partners. The classification says that the 
information systems will generate various results thus emphasizing there is no single information 
system solution to fit all integration objectives. Lummus et al. (2005) also indicated even if 
literatures generally acknowledge the importance of synchronizing information systems with 
supply chain partners to support flexibility, systems which are selected and implemented by 
organizations must be effective and efficient and enable organizations to link with various 
customer and supplier systems in a flexible manner. 
Inaccurate and obsolete information has no value for decision-making, it could even decrease the 
flexibility of supply chain that lead to inefficient processes and excess cost in production and 
transportation (Kembro et al., 2017). Intra and inter-organizational real time information sharing 
enables firms to accurately forecast and adjust operations to respond to dynamic requirements. In 
general, companies have multiple suppliers and customers. Connecting various partners and 
information systems is difficult, expensive, time-consuming and may lead to low quality of 
shared information. Kembro et al. (2017) indicated that implemented information systems may 
not generate seamless connectivity as an organization expects. Insufficient communication 
within the supply chain will challenge information sharing especially exchange information with 
multi-tier partners.  
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4. Conceptual model development  
In this chapter, theories constructed in Chapter 3 are summarized and presented through an 
analysis in terms of research focus of the thesis. Two conceptual models are developed and 
presented. The first model generates an overview of defining supply chain flexibility while the 
second model indicates the interactions between SCF and SCIS. The models are described and 
will be the basis of conducting case study in the next phase. Besides, the research question 1 will 
be answered.  
4.1 Reviewing and redefining SCF 
The review of theories in Chapter 3 generates a degree of understanding in research areas. To 
answer research question 1, a model was designed which includes main relevant content 
regarding supply chain flexibility (Figure 4.1). 
 
Figure 4.1: An overview of supply chain flexibility 
The model is conducted by a logical way. Researchers firstly identify drivers of supply chain 
flexibility were identified. The uncertain business environment forces organizations to set up 
new objectives. In order to achieve the targets, organizations start to manage their business from 
an integrative and customer-oriented view (Fantazy et al., 2009). As discussed, contemporary 
business competition is no longer company to company, but supply chain to supply chain, thus 
the notion of flexibility has been expanded form manufacturing sector to a supply chain 
construct. Existent literature present many of approaches to achieve supply chain flexibility, 
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among them, “collaboration and integration the supply chain” “information sharing” and 
“aligning with strategy” are widely emphasized. SCF is hard to be measured because it has too 
much of a specific situation and subjective opinions, some researches proposed existing 
measurement tools are generally developed to support theory but lack of practical tests.  
To sum up, supply chain flexibility is one of the strategic priorities for organizations to achieve a 
higher service level and become more responsive and competitive in contemporary business 
environment. It refers to the ability of organizations to efficiently and effectively respond to 
dynamic customer expectations by managing resources, adjusting operational activities even 
reconfiguring the supply chain network. Supply chain flexibility is a multi-dimensional notion, it 
involves all the supply chain activities such as sourcing, manufacturing, transportation, 
marketing, and all the supply chain members from upstream suppliers to downstream customers. 
On the one hand, organizations aim at accurately capturing the changes of customer demand and 
understanding the constraints and capability of suppliers by horizontally expanding the 
relationships. On the other hand, adjusting a portfolio of metrics such as time, resources, volume 
to cope with the changes. However, the great extent of flexibility does not guarantee a better 
performance of organizations. Companies should also consider the balance between investment 
and supply chain performance. 
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4.2 Developing conceptual model of interrelations between SCIS and 
SCF  
 
Figure 4.2: The conceptual model of interrelations between SCIS and SCF 
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The conceptual model is developed based on the review of theories in previous chapters. This 
model is conducted in a logical way, it mainly reflects the interrelations between SCIS and SCF, 
also indicates the variables which affect the implementation of SCIS and the performance 
metrics of a flexible supply chain.  
4.2.1 Analysis of the model 
There are five main components in this model: “SCIS”, “SCF”, “The variables impact the 
implementation of SCIS”, “SCF performance metrics” and “Activities”. Implementing similar 
SCIS in different companies will generate various outcomes. Multiple variables were identified 
that can influence the implementation of SCIS. Table 4.1 presents the descriptions of each 
variable, organizations need to focus and adjust these factors to get higher flexibility. 
Table 4.1: Variables that influence the implementation of SCIS 
Variables Descriptions 
Value of shared information Demand information and unpredict information have higher value than irregular 
changeable information (Yu et al.,2010; Saldanha et al., 2013).  
Quality of shared information Accurate information could better reflect reality while timely information facilitates 
accurate forecasting, decision making and cost saving. Trustworthiness ensures the 
reliability of information sources. Security environment enables companies to exchange 
secret business intelligence (Miller, 1996; Youn et al., 2014; Kembro et a.l, 2017). 
Relationship with partners A trust relationship with partners enables organizations to get high quality of information. 
However, information sharing may be terminated once organizations feel anxious about 
opportunistic behavior of partners (Simatupang and Sridharan, 2002). Multi-tier 
relationships increase the difficulties in information sharing (Kembro et al., 2017). 
IT infrastructure IT infrastructure includes computing platform, data sharing, communication 
networks, and data processing applications. IT incompatibility, limitations and lack of 
flexibility will challenge the organizations’ collaboration and development (Bargshady et 
al., 2016; Kembro et al., 2017 ). 
Education and skill of 
workers/top managers 
Employees’ lack of forecasting and planning capability increase difficulty to plan 
operational activity by using information (Kembro et al., 2017). SCIS implementation 
requires expert team to control the operations, on the other hand, top management needs 
to align IS/ IT with company strategies (Youn et al., 2014). 
Firm size In general, large companies could gain better outcomes when use similar SCIS with small 
firms (Silveira and Cagliano,2006). 
Aligning SCIS with strategy Different strategy generates various requirements on SCIS (Youn et al., 2014). 
 
Chapter 3.3.1 defined information sharing and supply chain integration as SCIS capabilities that 
would impact on SCF. Information sharing supports supply chain integration in some aspects: for 
instance, building trust and close relationships strongly relies on information sharing (Speier et 
al., 2008), information regarding existing products and customer expectations are needed to 
understand the market.  
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SCIS is linked with supply chain flexibility through a series of operational activities. Existent 
literatures have indicated that many supply chain activities serve important roles in reflecting the 
interrelations between SCIS and SCF. In this model, seven flexibility dimensions are presented. 
“Sourcing flexibility”” manufacturing flexibility”” logistics flexibility” and “marketing 
flexibility” are arranged based on materials flow. “Information system flexibility” is separately 
placed because it relates to both research areas. The other two dimensions are related to products. 
Fourteen activities were analyzed and summarized, among them, twelve activities are separately 
connected from specific SCIS capabilities to specific type of flexibility. In following part, the 
descriptions of activities in relate with SCIS functions and affected types of flexibility will be 
separately presented. 
Information sharing refers to share the high-quality information with trade partners on time that 
enables organization to become responsiveness to the market and increase production and 
delivery capacity, thus leading to better performance regarding cost, quality, and sustainability. 
So to speak, sharing information across the whole network provides a foundation to mutual 
collaboration among supply chain members. Table 4.2 indicates four operational activities 
related to information sharing that can affect supply chain flexibility.  
Table 4.2: Activities related to information sharing  
Activity Descriptions Influenced flexibility 
Transmitting information of 
demand and capacity/inventory 
EDI transfers information to supply chain members, enables 
organizations to plan the delivery quantities and dates, schedule 
the production when order comes. MRP system facilitates 
scientific procurements of materials, products and services.  
Logistics flexibility, 
sourcing flexibility, 
manufacturing flexibility 
Obtaining high quality 
information from partners 
 
When organizations are willing to share information with trading 
partners, they also obtain useful information from others. It helps 
company to know market trend, to design and produce new 
product or product variety.  
Marketing flexibility, 
product development 
flexibility, new product 
flexibility 
Efficient work via reduce 
duplication processes 
 
Sharing information regarding what things have been done, 
improves allocation and utilization of logistics resources, assists 
to reduce duplicate work and easy to identify responsibility. 
Manufacturing 
flexibility, Logistics 
flexibility 
Close relationship with 
suppliers/customers 
 
Sharing sensitive information and long-term information sharing 
enhance collaboration with partners. A trust relationship would 
facilitate future information sharing.  
Marketing flexibility, 
product development 
flexibility, new product 
flexibility 
 
Supply chain integration includes internal integration and external integration. Internal 
integration facilitates cross-functional operations within a firm (Maiga et al., 2015), while 
external integration builds close relationships and collaboration with supply chain members, 
enabling organizations to efficiently respond to dynamic market through forecasting customer 
demands (Lau and Lee, 2000). Table 4.3 indicated ten activities regarding supply chain 
integration to facilitate supply chain flexibilities. 
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Table 4.3: Activities related to supply chain integration 
Activity Descriptions Influenced flexibility 
 
 
Close relationship with 
suppliers/customers 
Integration facilitates communication and coordination among all 
interdependent operations of supply chain network. 
Electronic market provides opportunities to directly communicate with 
manufacturers/customers. Upstream develops products based on 
customer needs and reduce obsolete varieties while downstream has 
more selections when purchasing. 
Sourcing flexibility, 
product development 
flexibility, marketing 
flexibility, new product 
flexibility 
Joint planning, mutual 
decision making with 
supply chain partners 
(External collaborations) 
Information system such as VMI could optimal quantity of purchasing 
and decide on delivery date based on inventory level and market 
demand. 
Sourcing flexibility 
and logistics flexibility 
Management of 
organization operations 
(Internal collaborations) 
For example, ERP is used to manage human resource, make 
manufacturing schedule, facilitate cross-functional operations and 
simplify intra-firm processes. 
Manufacturing 
flexibility and logistics 
flexibility 
Synchronizing logistic 
activities with partners 
Synchronizing data to prevent information delay and misinterpretation. 
IT such as RFID is used to track the system and reduce data collecting 
time while receiving and delivering goods. 
Information system 
flexibility and logistics 
flexibility 
Standardize and digital in 
exchanging data across 
organizations 
Organizations could effectively transfer data and reduce barriers while 
exchanging data with trading partners. 
Information system 
flexibility 
Searching for alternative 
suppliers with low 
searching cost 
Electronic market lists various products with multiple available 
suppliers for customers to select. It avoids blind purchase via 
comparing cost, delivery speed, quality of products on websites. 
Sourcing flexibility 
Searching, ordering and 
paying on websites 
Simple processes could save the time of transactions. Marketing flexibility 
Checking order status and 
responding to customer 
consults and complaints on 
websites 
Quicker response to customer feedbacks assists organizations to 
improve the process and increase the service level.  
Marketing flexibility  
Collecting dynamic 
customer expectations 
Collecting information through IT system enables company to better 
integrate and understand customer needs. 
Marketing flexibility 
 
In this model, there are two activities directly connected SCIS with SCF, that means these 
activities involve all the functions and they influence all types of flexibility. One is “tracking 
supply chain processes”. SCIS includes tracking system which can be applied on intra-firm and 
whole supply chain. In intra-organizational operations, tracking relies on RFID and scanner to 
read and record information from goods receiving to goods shipping. When information is 
transferring to supply chain members, people who received the information will start tracking the 
items. If companies have close relationship with partners, they may still read the information. 
Tracking supply chain processes makes supply chain visible, easy to manage and control which 
facilitates supply chain flexibility. Another activity is “efficient information flow” which is also 
identifies as one of SCF characteristics. SCIS provides efficient information flow via close 
collaboration and information sharing. Efficient information flow supports real time adjustment 
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of organizations to respond to dynamic supply chain operations. Quality and timeliness of 
information is critical. Information like supplier constraints and capabilities, production and 
inventory situation in plants, delivery time and volume and varying customer demands serves 
crucial roles of organizations to manage and conduct business.   
Lummus et al. (2005) indicated many performance metrics of supply chain flexibility. There are 
six items that obtained unanimous consensus by practitioners and can be roughly divided into 
two categories: the ability to meet customer demand and information requirements (Chapter 3.3). 
The SCF performance metrics include to capture varying customer expectations, have accurate 
and timely information flow from supply chain members to adjust operational activities and have 
capability to fulfill customer requirements to achieve higher service level. In this model, these 
items are recognized as the key factors for organizations to measure the extent of supply chain 
flexibility.   
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5. Case study 
In this part, the motivation, processes and results from three case study are presented. The 
feedback from practitioners will be evaluated and be used to improve the conceptual models that 
are built in Chapter 4. Semi-structured interview is conducted, the interview participants include 
both information software provider and common users to acquire ideas from different 
perspectives.  
5.1 An overview of case study 
To compare conceptual model with empirical operations, case study is conducted by 
interviewing practitioners who are familiar with supply chain information system or supply chain 
management. Both information system provider and user are considered in selecting target 
company to acquire information from different perspectives. Information system provider refers 
to the company which develops the software solutions, helps clients to implement information 
system and optimizes their supply chain. Information system user includes company which is 
using information system in daily operations. While selecting information system users, 
manufacturing company is prioritized because manufacturing operation is one of the main 
constructs of the supply chain.   
Criteria for selecting information providers: 
1. An overall understanding regarding the background, target and application situation of 
information system users. 
2. Properly understand the function/module of the software, especially from technology 
aspect.  
3. Understand the direction of information system in the future development and 
optimization. 
4. Understand the development of information system. 
Criteria for selecting information users: 
1. Properly understand the relevant motivation, functions, benefits, constraints and 
challenges of information system that is implemented in the company.  
2. It is better to have a complete supply chain which includes purchasing, manufacturing, 
logistics, market and related department or process.  
Conducting multiple case study  
There are three companies that are selected. One of companies is information system provider 
and the other two companies are information system users. Table 5.1 briefly describes all the 
interviewee companies in this research. Optilon is a consulting company which has rich 
experiences in helping clients with different background to design and optimize their supply 
chain via evaluating and implementing IS solutions. It fulfills most of criteria although 
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interviewee is not a technician who may not provide some ideas from technology aspects, he has 
systematic understanding towards the clients and the implementation of IS and the relevant 
market, development, benefits and challenges of the information system. Both IS users are auto 
manufacturing company which have complete supply chain. Bosch is a global auto 
manufacturing company which highly implemented the information system. Co-sunjoy is a small 
local company which still on the preliminary stage of IS implementation. The interviewee from 
both companies have rich experiences in working with information system at operational level 
who properly understand its relevant functions, constraints, benefits and challenges.    
Table 5.1: List of potential interviewees 
Company  Type of company Role Position of potential interviewee Interview method 
Optilon Consulting company Provider Consultant, who provides consulting 
services of information system 
deployment to clients 
Company site visit and 
face to face interview 
Bosch Global manufacturing 
company 
 
 
User 
 
Supply chain manager or IT 
manager, who work close to the 
whole supply chain and the 
information system of the company 
 
Telephone interview or 
video interview 
Co-sunjoy Local manufacturing 
company 
 
There are two separate sets of interview question lists for information system provider and user. 
The interview question list is formulated into two languages (Chinese and English) and sent to 
corresponding companies in advance (see Appendix). Fortunately, all of companies are 
interested in this research and arrange the interview with the most suitable person. 
In order to conduct a well discussion with respondents, authors generate preliminary 
understanding of company background via official website or advertisement booklet. Table 5.2 
lists the information source.  
Table 5.2: Information source of companies background 
Company Type of source Websites address 
Optilon Company official website http://optilon.com/ 
Bosch Company official website Bosch global: https://www.bosch.com/  
Bosch China：https://www.bosch.com.cn/ 
Co-Sunjoy Company official website and advertisement booklet http://cosunjoy.com/ 
 
In this research, all of interviews are semi-structured. The questionnaire is sent to interviewees in 
advance. All of questions have no accurate answers or options, some questions will be further 
discussed. The unit of analysis is company and its associated supply chain. For every case, at 
least one interview is conducted. The interview is fully recorded, the duration is from 1 to 2 
hours. The interviewee of case study and relevant information regarding the data collection 
process are presented in Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3: Brief description of the interview  
Company Interviewee Position Date of interview Length Media 
Optilon Fredrik Jersby Office manager 3 May 2018 2 h Face to face 
Bosch Yan Liu Logistics manager 4 May 2018 1 h Phone 
Co-sunjoy Lijun Xiao General manager 8 May 2018 1 h Phone 
5.2 Case study of Optilon  
Information system provider plays significant role in this research to collect information from 
overall perspectives. Chapter 5.1 indicated that potential candidates should have clear 
understanding regarding the relevant context, function future development of information 
systems. Optilon is a leading consulting company in Sweden which helps clients to solve their 
business challenges with the most suitable technology. Optilon announces “We at Optilon 
believe that supply chain processes are extremely important in a result-oriented business”. This 
company aims at helping clients to optimize their supply chain which include affording services 
of supply chain design and supply chain visualization. Therefore, researchers believe that 
Optilon is suitable to be interviewed in this research because it has deep understanding regarding 
flexibility and information system under supply chain construct. 
Technically speaking, Optilon is not an information system provider. It does not produce any 
information system but consults clients in supply chain design and optimization by using 
information system. Authors believe that Optilon has rich experience regarding the research 
topic, especially it has opportunities to cooperate and understand different types of advanced 
technologies, which will provide valuable comments and ideas to improve conceptual models 
that were built in Chapter 4.1 and Chapter 4.2.  
5.2.1 General background of company 
Optilon is a senior supply chain consulting company which was established in Sweden in 2005. 
The company does not produce information system, but coordinates with advanced software and 
create sustainable business value for clients by managing their supply chain. Optilon is a 
worldwide company, which has offices in Sweden, Denmark and Finland. Over 13 years, 
Optilon has handled over 1000 projects. It is recorded that 75% of the largest Nordic companies 
cooperate with Optilon. Its clients cover the field of food & beverage, retail, process industry, 
metal industry, car industry and machining.  
Optilon assists clients to optimize supply chain by professional knowledge and experience. It is 
not confined to apply single IT, but always evaluates the best solution for clients by advanced 
analyzing multiple softwares such as ERP and CRM. There are three areas that Optilon mainly 
works on: Supply chain design, service optimization and supply chain planning. Supply chain 
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design refers to set up supply network for large clients, factory, distribution centers etc., it also 
helps clients to design for differences, such as particular environment, or potential increasing of 
demand. Service optimization means to maximize availability on the goods to customers, it 
involves evaluating what safety stock needs to be carried to achieve certain service level. It helps 
organizations to understand the demand variability and to size the safety stock in a right way. 
Supply chain planning refers to develop detailed schedule for production plan of coming days or 
longer periods.   
Optilon is now working on machine learning, which to understand more demand patterns for 
better prediction, product launch and promotion. It also focuses on identifying missing and 
incorrect data and analyzing which delivery/supply could be delayed.  
5.2.2 Data collection 
5.2.2.1 Discussion regarding supply chain flexibility 
The notion of “flexibility” is evolved from lead time reduction. Jersby indicated that company 
used to shorten the locking time of production plan, while today, they usually focus on 
“flexibility” and “availability” of business operations. He thought different company will have 
various definition on flexibility based on their requirements and situation. As for a consultant, 
supply chain flexibility can be recognized as the ability of making changes, such as change the 
due date, volume, batch size or replenishment lead time of orders. As for companies, being 
flexible enables them to replan frequently, it requires the connection of relevant processes and 
coordination with different departments as well as sharing information via software system. 
Flexibility is a multi-dimensional notion, focusing on which particular dimension is customer-
driven, not all the company or all products have to achieve it. For instance, Tesla and Apple 
generally provide few options for customer without any discount, however, they still have high 
turnover. Therefore, it’s important for company to consider its business strategy and the 
characteristics of products before achieving flexibility.  
Jersby indicated in general, competitive advantage and market requirement urges companies to 
be flexible. As for companies, customers now have higher expectations on many aspects such as 
quality, lead time and price, this generate more uncertainties for predicting: What product will be 
popular or failed? How much turnover will be increased if the product is on promotion? One way 
to increase flexibility is automation. For instance, the company was not able to replan or change 
any of the order because it is hard to deal with ten thousand orders and hundred thousand 
operations manually, however, the order sequence, or the content can be easily changed now 
after the company implemented automatic system.  
Good forecast is another approach to achieve flexibility. Nowadays, company has more SKUs 
with lower volume instead of fewer number of SKUs with high volume as before. In this 
situation, good forecast enables company to produce in a short lead time, optimize safety stock 
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as well as better control the supply chain. For certain flexibility dimension, such as logistics 
flexibility, deploy distribution centers in different area instead of having one central warehouse 
to deliver all orders will efficiently reduce the transportation time. Outsourcing some business is 
also a good solution to shorten the lead time.  
Jersby proposed two ways to measure supply chain flexibility. As mentioned, being flexible 
refers to the ability of replanning more frequently, the performance of supply chain flexibility 
can be measured by the frequency of company to replan its operation schedule based on order 
changes. Another metric is the length of frozen period. It should be decreased since companies 
cannot do any changes during the period. Considering that planning time fence is not only relate 
to the planning process, but also relate to product hierarchy. If the company has no stock, the 
frozen time refers to the accumulative time from finished goods to raw materials, if the company 
has no raw materials, the frozen time will expand even longer from finished goods to orders 
purchasing. One characteristics of being flexible is that company is able to plan for maybe one 
day instead of a week.  
5.2.2.2 The interaction between information system and supply chain flexibility 
There are multiple variables that can affect the implementation of information systems, such as 
firm size, education and skills of workers and managers, value and quality of shared information 
etc. Among them, Jersby emphasized that knowledge is a big challenge. Model is a way to create 
reality, and companies require someone to explain this reality. In general, it takes time for all the 
people involved in the company to understand the information of infrastructures. For many 
companies that may have deep understanding on themselves, but still know very little about 
planning and the information system, such as the restriction, bill of materials, planning 
philosophy, time frames etc. On the other hand, while starting the project, the client may not 
understand the huge potential of benefits they can achieve. Therefore, it’s important for company 
to be engaged to ensure that a specific model is built in a right way, Optilon also offers detailed 
description and introduction for clients to better understand the solution. 
Jersby thought organizations with different size have same challenges on implementing 
information system. However, they also have different benefits and gaps. In general, small and 
middle companies know better on the daily operation while they have less theoretical knowledge 
background. In this situation, they generally give more power to the consulting company for 
better advices and to monitor the implementation of information system. On the contrary, big 
companies may have more experts with numerous theoretical background, however, they’re 
harder to execute the real performance. 
Information system is a great example of automation which dramatically increases the speed of 
dealing with data. It receives a great deal of orders at a time and plans for those orders through 
analyzing the capacity, constraints, materials, sequencing, rules etc., includes arranging and 
managing manpower, machine, finite resources and infinite resources based on analytic 
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calculation. It also be used to track the orders until they are fulfilled. Information system helps to 
reduce the barriers between companies and increase the efficiency comparing with manual work. 
Planning more frequently makes the network more stable which is better for all the parties. As 
Jersby proposed, “Small changes is always better than large changes.” Information system makes 
it easier for company to get access to suppliers and customers. Sharing information with 
suppliers is important, especially sharing monthly production plans for specific parts or products 
such as products with seasonal demand fluctuation. The most common information sharing with 
customers is future volume. It enables company to plan for production and routing, manage 
resources more efficient but also to optimize the stocks and reduce the lead time.  
In the real practice, it’s difficult to share information within the company, inter-firm information 
sharing is even harder. There are a lot of information regarding the price, buying patterns to 
share with suppliers. Jersby proposed that evaluating which information can be shared is 
important because suppliers may know little about which product is the competitive advantage of 
your company. According to this, evaluating and establishing adequate relationship with 
suppliers is important. Companies should clear whether the suppliers is highly integrated, or 
they’re able to supply for other customers. Jersby emphasized that a health relationship with 
supplier is necessary. If a party is too strong against another, it can decide the way of working, 
however, the partner will be afraid to cooperate in the long term under this high-risk 
environment.    
Aligning with supply chain integration. Jersby added, “it’s critical that different department, 
even participants from the whole supply chain have the same picture and discuss the same thing, 
they should also analyze based on the same data set.” That means departments should not work 
independently, for example, capacity analysis or shift changes should base on the predicting data 
or the updated production plan that all the sectors can see.  
Except information sharing and integration. Jersby presented a new point that information 
system is a way to structure the information and to create and automate the process. The main 
benefit of supply chain information system is that structuring and managing process are no 
longer done manually, for instance, information system is able to run a new production plan in 
basically every minute. It dramatically increases the frequency of planning operations. 
Comparing with inter-organizational information system, inter-organizational information 
system, such as ERP is transaction-oriented and structure-oriented. It helps to make decision on 
setting price of products that are sold to customers, but also the price of materials they buy from 
suppliers. Internal system mainly focuses on planning orders, but also managing capacity and 
resources.  
Jersby indicated two main risks that may occur after implement the information system: first, if 
somebody leaves and somebody in, the people new in this project may not have appropriate 
education to understand the background of the solution. People may have a hard start because of 
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lacking professional knowledge. Besides, if the model is created, it may be difficult to remodel 
based on changes of production flows, resources etc. If the model cannot adapt the changes 
timely, company may stop using it because the manager may think it’s not work. Information 
system flexibility refers to the flexibility in the modelling part. Some systems set up 
functionalities or provide guidelines, but they are too standardized and rigid to do any changes. 
Other solutions such as Two Box Approach, which has frameworks that are able to build 
anything, but still challenged because they require skilled consultants to guide. One good 
solution is to implement system which is highly configurable, the system development company 
puts a lot of thought in which parameters should be configured. This system is easy to implement 
and to understand, but also easy to adapt to varying requirements.   
5.2.2.3 The future development, opportunities and challenges of information system 
Jersby has positive attitude towards the future market of information system, especially in 
today’s business, where there are still many companies work manually. It has been widely 
realized that information system is able to handle abundant orders within short time by automatic 
calculation, which enables company to operate smoothly, effectively control the operations and 
fulfill orders before the due date though a portfolio of working such as looking at manufacturing 
capacity, operation constraints, order sequence, replenishment rules. As for company, it’s more 
important to evaluate which technology is suitable for their situation. 
Machine learning will the next phase of information system development. Robots are capable to 
be with more positions than human can do, and to understand the relation, patterns that people 
cannot see. With enough data collection of experience, value and culture, robots can make 
decisions just like human do, they may even make better decision because robots can interpret 
emotions or sudden situation faster than human. However, it doesn’t mean that robot will take 
place of human totally, but they will play critical roles in providing suggestions or making 
decisions for people in a complex situation. For example, the development of Tesla full self-
driving will increase the safety because cameras catch larger range of view than human eyes, the 
radar is able to capture the driving situation across heavy rain, fog, dust and the car ahead. In this 
circumstance, ensuring that system is always under control is extremely important while 
developing.  
Comparing with Holland or the United States, the main challenge regarding information system 
from Nordic perspective is that there are very few Operation Research courses and operation 
research people to be taught. There are consequently some demands of the market to establish 
schools or courses to increase the knowledge of people in adopting relevant mathematics, tools 
and solutions. Optilon has engaged with the University and discussed their concerns with some 
professors, however, the solution of this challenge is still very limit which requires to be 
improved in the future.   
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5.3 Interview with Bosch (China) 
As mentioned in Chapter 5.1, manufacturing company is prioritized to be selected and 
interviewed in this research. As the biggest automotive technology supplier in the world, Bosch 
is a good example to be researched. Supply chain flexibility is one of business strategy of Bosch 
to respond to the uncertain market. In addition, the company intends to reduce costs and increase 
product quality through optimizing the whole supply chain. As a multi-national company, Bosch 
has advanced technology and rich experience in both German and Chinese market. It has high 
product variety, large market and mature operation strategy such as global sourcing. On the other 
hand, Bosch has rich experience in developing and implementing information system. The 
company aims at building a connected world, therefore many tools and solutions are exploited, 
such as artificial intelligence, IoT and Industry 4.0. Bosch developed its own software called 
“Bosch IoT Suite”, where cloud services can address all common IoT requirements. Five million 
devices have been connected already so far.  
Authors believe that Bosch will provides valuable information from the perspective of practical 
operations regarding the research topic because it has comprehensive and deep understanding 
supply chain management but also rich experiences in using information system.   
5.3.1 General background of company 
Bosch is a German multinational engineering and electronics company which was founded in 
1886. Bosch was developed from a small plant of producing machines and devices to world's 
largest automotive technology supplier, which mainly produces automotive components such as 
brakes, controls, fuel systems, steering systems etc.  
The first Bosch sales office in China was set up in 1909. During the development of more than 
100 years, Bosch (China) has employed around 59,000 staffs and operated 62 legal entities and 
facilities. In 2016, the sales revenue of Bosch reached 91.5 billion Yuan and China became 
Bosch’s second largest market. 
Bosch aims at delivering innovations for a connected life. It helps customers to improve quality 
of life by products and services that are innovative and spark enthusiasm. Bosch has four main 
business sectors: Mobility Solutions, Industrial Technology, Consumer Goods, and Energy and 
Building Technology. Currently, Bosch is the only company in the world which has been 
deployed all IoT three levels: sensors, software and service, which generates unique competitive 
advantages in the future market of Internet of Thing. Bosch pays much attention on technical 
personnel. In the worldwide, Bosch has around 400,500 employees, includes near 20,000 
software and IT experts. Besides, Bosch designs and provides software and hardware integrated 
industry 4.0 solution for different industries and large manufacturing companies based on its 
experiences of manufacturing and the industry 4.0 practice. 
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5.3.2 Data collection 
5.3.2.1 Discussion regarding supply chain flexibility 
Over the last three decades, supply chain has been changed a lot. Customer expectation is 
continuously growing. Liu indicated that today’s customers have higher requirements on service 
quality, which not only relates to the quality of product itself, but also the quality of time, 
volume, service level etc. Customers get more involved, and their expectation are required to be 
treated faster. In order to satisfy the varying demand and to achieve a range of new technologies, 
supply chain needs to be faster and more precise. Flexibility is a competitive advantage for 
company to shorten the lead time, and ultimately gain a higher customer satisfaction. In order to 
receive demand faster and save time to prepare orders, companies have to implement electronic 
techniques, such as setting up electronic information sharing platform with customers.  
Today’s Chinese business is in the phase of supply chain 4.0. Supply chain 4.0 is customer-
oriented value chain, which involves efficient coordination of manufacturing, marketing, 
logistics and financial services. Information sharing, the mutual trust and health relationship 
between customer, supplier and supply chain partners are the main characteristics of this 
network. In this phase, companies focus on integrating the material flow, cash flow and 
information flow to optimize resource configuration, increase efficiency and reduce the risks. 
Automation and digitalization are two of crucial megatrends that are calling by market, they 
require company to rethink the way of designing their supply chain. As for companies, 
standardization is the foundation of achieving flexibility. Companies can be flexible to 
implement automation only if they work with standard process, execution and rules. Liu believes 
achieving automation and digitalization increase the maturity of company in the aspects of 
demand, process or service level. 
All of departments or the process are extreme important under the requirement of supply chain 
flexibility construct because all of them are coordinated to fulfill the orders. However, different 
department has its own focuses in terms of flexibility. For instance, a higher degree of flexibility 
in manufacturing and logistics leads to shorter response time. This flexibility contains not only 
the operation flexibility, but also the flexibility of communication and processes.    
Liu proposed two metrics of measuring supply chain flexibility from the perspective of 
manufacturing department. The first one is the lead time. A short lead time reflects high response 
rate of orders but also a flexible coordination between departments or supply chain partners. 
Another metric is the time of changeover. Flexible changeover requires good plans of resources 
and schedules, timely information sharing, professional skills of staff, ability of reschedule etc., 
especially when the company receives any change of orders. 
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5.3.2.2 The interaction between information system and supply chain flexibility 
Bosch has implemented System Applications and Products (SAP) and EDI system, those systems 
are still being continuously exploited and improved based on requirements. Liu thinks 
information systems extremely facilitate supply chain flexibility of company. A strong 
information platform enables company to catch any data at any time that increases the efficiency 
of process tracking and monitoring. For instance, Industry 4.0 software solution links all the 
components of the value flow, it involves everyone and creates a complete transparency of 
operations. Industry 4.0 also connects machines and the whole manufacturing line to value-
creation network that enables company to easily coordinate all logistics operations in and out of 
the factory. However, the success of information system implementation depends on many 
factors. For example, the theoretical background of employees. Bosch has matured expert team 
to support the implementation of information system and the employee training. As for some 
small and middle companies, Liu indicated that lacking experts or professional knowledge may 
lead to problems in terms of understanding and using the systems.  
Bosch is a multinational company with subsidiaries and factories for more than 20 countries, it 
has more complex operating environment. The challenge of Bosch to implement information 
system involves some aspects: first, the company needs group of experts to systematically 
organize the implementation of information system. Setting up the network, communicating and 
coordinating with different factories or departments takes much time. Besides, company needs to 
spend a lot of money of planning and organizing the materials, human resources, infrastructures 
etc.   
As one of information system users, Liu indicated some aspects that information system works, 
one critical function is omnichannel customer engagement. Global megatrend has requirement on 
digital information, setting up electronic data interchange platform with customers is necessary 
to speed up the information sharing and to save time for order preparation. SAP system creates a 
cloud platform to provide customers and partners with in-memory capability and platform 
services which accelerates the digital transformation across the business and enables company to 
receive customer orders, analyze dynamic orders, track the products, transmit information of 
delivery goods, manage and confirm the accounting matters with high effectiveness.  
Through creating a flow of real time information across organization, information system 
extremely increases the speed of business operations by predictive analysis, continuously data 
process, seamless business process integration, automate business process and adopting new 
technologies such as IoT and AI. It can also provide efficient remote assistance. Nexeed Remote 
Shopfloor Access software is implemented in Bosch to conduct commissioning, diagnosis and 
maintenance work on machine and production system from anytime and anywhere. This solution 
can be integrated into existing customer business operations, it can eliminate double work, 
standardize process flow mapping, reduce the cost of on-site work but also increase the 
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efficiency of work. Through deploying modular production, information system promotes the 
automation of manufacturing.  
Bosch has implemented two information software to coordinate with suppliers. VMI is used for 
planning daily operations and forecasting data. It can strengthen the relationship with supplier 
because company has to make mutual decision regarding transportation and distribution with 
suppliers. It also effectively reduces stock holding cost/ transportation cost via optimizing the 
stock level of the warehouse, consequently, the customers’ loyalty and satisfaction will increase.  
The implementation of EDI software includes two different types: classic-EDI and web-EDI. 
Classic-EDI automatically transfers information among different computer without manual 
operations. If the supplier and Bosch have two different EDI format, all of the data need be 
transferred into common standard format such as EDIFACT, which can be identified in different 
countries and different industries. For some companies that only have few transactions with 
Bosch or the cooperation with some small and medium enterprises, Bosch usually transfers 
information via Web-EDI instead of using proprietary network. The data can be upload to or 
downloaded from the web, which includes operation process, schedule, transportation notice, 
inventory information etc. 
Liu pointed out some challenges while sharing information with suppliers. The first one is large 
investment, especially for SMEs without supply partners of certain scale, information sharing 
requires huge costs. The second challenge is the competence of employees. As discussed, both 
practical experiences and theoretical background of employee are important, based on this, an 
expert team and how they support to use information system is significant. Information safety is 
another factor. Bosch has comprehensive consideration and techniques to protect the security of 
data and personal information. Industry 4.0 provides the highest standard of data privacy to 
software users. Two VAN tunnels create a secure connection between the machine and the 
control computer. It not only protects data from machinery-related hazards, but also prevent 
company’s facility and IT to be attacked from surrounding environment. Last but not least, 
building mutual trust with suppliers is important for company to exchange information for better 
efficiency. Considering Chinese industry at this stage, lacking credit system is still a big 
problem. A low mutual trust will impact on the information sharing between companies which 
decreases the efficiency of operations and respond to orders 
In conclude, Liu indicated three main aspects that information system can improve in terms of 
company’s operations: time, communication cost and transparency. Data exchange platform 
dramatically shorten the time of receiving customers’ demand. Exchanging information with 
customers in a fast manner helps company to catch the changing expectation the first time and 
respond to it. Information system enables company to transmit or receive demand by pressing a 
button instead of traditionally calling or sending emails, this can not only save time, but also 
decrease the cost. In addition, information system creates a transparent way of operating, 
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communicating and managing the business with one common language, it effectively decreases 
the misunderstanding of information while communicating or transmitting data orally. 
5.3.2.3 The future development, opportunities and challenges of information system 
Liu thinks information systems in Bosch are useful and effective at this stage. Bosch has 
developed many tools, Bosch team is continuously exploiting and improving the system based on 
the requirements. One big challenge of company regarding the information system is to think and 
evaluate which tool is suitable for its specific situation, and how to implement in which way 
information system can lead to better performance.  
In addition, Liu indicated that complete digitalization will be the future megatrend. Bosch 
(China) now is in the middle phase of complete digitalization, the company needs to completely 
deploy information system one step at a time. During the implementation, it’s important to 
engage more information system users, such as business department into the information system 
developing process. Understanding the demand of users ensures that the designed software 
solution is what company needs. 
5.4 Interview with Co-sunjoy 
Preventing different industries implement various information systems, companies which 
produce automotive components and relevant products are preferentially considered because they 
have similar software solution with Bosch. Co-sunjoy is a good example. It is a Chinese 
company which has a complete supply chain from purchasing, new energy automobile 
development, key components manufacturing, delivering to marketing. The main business of this 
company is located in china which has similar background with Bosch (China). Unlike Bosch, 
Co-sunjoy is a new company with around 100 core technical staffs at present. Considering that 
Co-sunjoy has deployed PLM system to manage the daily operations, authors believe that 
researching one of small and medium companies will be valuable to compare with empirical 
findings from other two companies and the theory. Most of literatures provide general 
understanding in terms of information system and flexibility, research on both multinational 
company with large scale and smaller local company will increase the generalizability of this 
study. 
5.4.1 General background of company 
Co-sunjoy is a technology-based company which was established in 2012 in Chongqing, China. 
The company now has two bases that are located in Chongqing and Changsha and 106 core 
technicians. Co-sunjoy is committed to develop and apply new energy vehicles, power platform, 
electronic control and lightweight materials, produce and test key components and new energy 
prototype. Among them, the vehicle control system, machine controller and battery management 
system have independently developed and successfully applied on Dongfeng new energy vehicle. 
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The operation principles of Co-sunjoy are customers first and innovation. It integrates the 
advantage of industrial resources within domestic first-rate strategic partners to jointly develop 
innovative platform of new energy vehicles and achieve certain results in the field of new 
energy. Until now, Co-sunjoy has around 70 patents for invention, and have undertaken and 
completed the major technology project for the upgrading and transformation of the automobile 
industry in Chongqing. 
 
ERP system was implemented in Co-sunjoy, but now product life cycle (PLM) is completely 
deployed. PLM is a technical solution which integrates human resources, process, application 
systems and information that are related to the product, on the other hand, it supports the 
creation, management, transmission and application of information regarding product life cycle. 
Unlike ERP or SCM system, PLM can satisfy the requirements of rapid iteration while 
developing products, it focuses on providing a portfolio of solutions from planning to processing 
during the process of products development and testing, which fits to the company strategy of 
Co-sunjoy.  
5.4.2 Data collection 
5.4.2.1 Discussion regarding supply chain flexibility 
In this interview, Xiao mainly presented ideas regarding information system and supply chain 
flexibility from perspectives of purchasing and product development. Quality, cost and delivery 
(QCD) are the most critical drivers of company to achieve flexibility. When suppliers cannot 
fulfill the development cycle and deliver the products on time, or the materials they provided 
have quality problem which lead to mass recall or customer complaints, company needs to alter 
suppliers effectively to ensure the normal processing of production plan. The cost pressure from 
suppliers also urges company to find new suppliers. In these circumstances, it’s extremely 
important for company to be flexible to ensure the fulfillment of orders.  
Xiao pointed out that a flexible supply chain should have three main abilities. First, company 
should be able to purchase high quality materials or products with competitive price because 
there is a mature information platform with information of more suppliers to compare. Second, it 
should have a mature evaluation system to assess and wash out suppliers which effectively 
increases the performance level of suppliers. What’s more, a flexible supply chain should 
continuously optimize the supplier system and engage more suppliers into the system. The main 
characteristics of supply chain flexibility consists of informatization, intelligent networking and 
the electronic platform to connect with suppliers. 
In the perspective of purchasing process, Co-sunjoy focuses on how flexible the selection of 
potential suppliers and the examination and evaluation mechanism of supplier performance. On 
the other hand, Xiao indicated that every process and department is critical for the success of 
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business operation. It’s hard to measure which supply chain flexibility dimension is more 
important, companies should align flexibility with business strategy and requirements.  
There are two main metrics of Co-sunjoy to measure the flexibility. The first one is the ranking 
list of top 5 suppliers with quality issues. Higher degree of flexibility refers to company has more 
efficient examination and evaluation mechanisms to assess suppliers, therefore the change of 
ranking list will be more frequent. Another metric is the elimination rate of suppliers. It is also 
related to quality control. Company has some targets in terms of the amount of quality issues. If 
the number of quality issues over the acceptable range, the elimination rate of suppliers can 
reflect whether the company is efficient to evaluate and respond to this situation.  
5.4.2.2 The interaction between information system and supply chain flexibility 
Co-sunjoy has deployed PLM software solution from product development to supply chain 
management. Xiao indicated that the implementation of information system leads to apparent 
benefits in the aspects of quality, cost and delivery. Mechanical, electrical and software systems 
of modern cars are often mutual developed by manufacturers and suppliers which leads to 
increasing of integration challenges. Close collaboration between automakers and suppliers is the 
key factor of a successful project. As for suppliers, more engagement into the development 
process increase the program complexity and consequently lead to higher risk of quality issues 
and related penalty. PLM system provides an open platform for company to plan, design, 
produce and test automotive systems by integrating engineering functions and having real-time 
access to information. Selecting suppliers and proceeding annual assessment via system helps 
company to eliminate unqualified suppliers which ensure the quality to some extent. In addition, 
manufacturers and suppliers are able to monitor the performance of products and related 
information through Internet of Things. Multiple information sources complicate IoT database 
which can provide optimal solutions regarding the improvement of products design and quality. 
On the other hand, IoT plays a critical role in collecting data regarding in terms of factory, 
machines, systems and warehouses which provide great opportunity for company to increase the 
manufacturing efficiency.    
As for Co-sunjoy, lacking knowledge is one main challenge while implementing information 
system. Company does not spend much money on inviting expert team to guide employees to 
deploy and use the systems, the mutual assistance between employees may require much time 
but not have apparent advantages. In addition, current information system has limit coverage 
range and influences, thus continuously engaging suppliers into the platform is extremely 
important for company to get access to more resources.  
Xiao indicated two main aspects of transmitting information via information system that can 
increase the flexibility. The first aspect is speed of information transmission. Information system 
creates a close loop for company to control the whole process of developing products, the 
feedback from market regarding the requirements of products can be transmitted to R&D timely, 
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the change of design can also be efficiently transmitted to suppliers for further modification. 
Reducing time on information transmission efficiently reduce the cost and shorten the lead time. 
Another aspect is the accuracy of information that is transmitted. Storing accurate data in the 
system, such as information of basic materials, can save much cost for company because under 
the informatization construct, the administrative cost of one single material or product during it 
complete life cycle is much more than its value.  
Lacking mutual trust is one of general challenge while sharing information with suppliers. Liu 
indicated that automotive industry has strict supplier access process and administration policy. 
Suppliers that enter into the system are qualified and suppliers only in this system can be 
selected. In addition, the development cycle of new product requires at least two to three years, it 
is synchronous development process. The information regarding the new product, i.e. new 
vehicle model, is classified and companies should agree with confidential clauses. Therefore, 
ensuring the safety of information sharing include two aspects. The first one is selecting and 
building long term relationship with partners based on the industrial standard. The second aspect 
is signing on confidentiality agreement to prevent information disclosure. The agreement should 
clearly list the clause of compensation. 
5.4.2.3 The future development, opportunities and challenges of information system 
One big challenge of Co-sunjoy in this stage is how to develop and improve the system which 
can efficiently align with business strategy. Xiao indicated that the information system which has 
deployed in company is too blocked, it mainly focuses on internal management which has less 
dynamic interactions with external companies. It is important to develop an open platform, 
merge with internet function, such as online collaboration and communities. PLM should expand 
into a real-world network and extend beyond the enterprise, thus business processes can be easily 
activated, configured and applied via the network. By adding more potential suppliers but also 
more functions of collaborative development into the system, company can efficiently select 
suppliers and process product design and production. In addition, the application of IoT 
dramatically facilitate the economic development. At present, IoT mainly focuses on the 
connection between things and things. Continuously engaging with more components and 
functions and adding new module of customer experience will be the next phase of IoT 
development in Co-sunjoy. 
Xiao pointed out that smart is one of the most critical megatrends of information system. To 
launch new car model, company needs to achieve the first quality target and avoid quality issues 
in the later production. In addition, company should increase the production volume to satisfy 
requirements of global market. In this situation, it is important to find out and solve the issues 
between different products, systems and machines. Information system should provide smart 
decision such as evaluating whether current supply chain is suitable for launching global project, 
or maximizing productivity by optimally managing and deploying materials, labors and 
techniques in the global range. At present, company should improve the process, system and 
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related documents but also increase employee competence to adapt potential changes of software 
solutions.  
5.5 Validity, reliability and generalizability 
At the end of case study, authors reviewed the methodology of validity, reliability and 
generalizability and evaluate the fulfillment of criteria to ensure the research quality. Table 5.4 
presents the comparison between theory and real practices.  
Table 5.4: Evaluation of the validity, reliability and generalizability of case study 
Catalogue  Tests  Approaches Application Satisficed 
or not 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Validity 
Construction 
Validity 
Use multiple case of evidence Three case studies: Optilon, Bosch and 
Co-sunjoy 
√ 
Establish chain of events Semi-structured interview enables 
researchers to know the reason which 
forms to current situation 
√ 
Have key information review 
draft case study report 
The interviews are fully recorded, key 
information is summarized and 
presented in Chapter 5 
√ 
Internal Validity Do explanation building Each conclusion is explained in detailed.  √ 
Address rival explanation -  
Use logic model Conceptual frameworks and models are 
developed  
√ 
Extend Validity  Use theory in single case 
study 
Separately compare the findings of each 
case study with the theory  
√ 
Use replication logic in 
multiple case studies 
Select companies with similar 
background  
√ 
 
 
 
 
 
Reliability 
 
Use study case protocol The case study overview and instruction 
are presented in Chapter 5, the interview 
guide is presented in Appendix 
√ 
Develop case study database Empirical data of each case study is 
remained in the research database 
√ 
Exploration of inter-rater 
reliability 
All conclusions are identified by two 
researchers and monitored by 
experienced supervisor 
√ 
Generalizability Increase sample size  Case study at three companies with 
different background are conducted 
√ 
The first three sets present the aspect that should be evaluate, the application set includes main 
activities that have been done in this research which relate to the criteria. To conclude, this 
research fulfilled 91.6% of requirements of validity, reliability and generalizability (11 of 12 
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criteria). The one requirement which has not been achieved is the rival explanation. Rival 
explanation refers to test the results from competitors of interviewee in this research. In this 
research, although the two IS users are auto manufacturing companies, they have huge 
differences on firm size, business sectors and relevant context. The two companies are not able 
to be competitors at this stage. Besides, due to the time limitation, there is no more interview 
with the competitors of the two IS users. 
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6. Analysis and conceptual model improvement 
In this chapter, authors compare the frame of reference with collected empirical data, analyze 
with pattern-matching strategy and improve the conceptual model. This chapter is divided into 
three parts, the first part compares the theory with findings from the perspective of information 
system provider. The second part summarizes the empirical findings from two software users and 
compare them to the literatures. Based on the findings of each part, the conceptual models are 
separately improved. Part 3 conducts a cross analysis between improved models.  
6.1 Case analysis of software provider  
This chapter compares the similarity and differences between the main findings from case study 
of software provider with the theory. The framework of supply chain flexibility is firstly 
improved, the interaction between SCIS and SCF is also analyzed.  
6.1.1 Analysis regarding supply chain flexibility 
Table 6.1 presents the comparison regarding supply chain flexibility between the theory and 
empirical study, the empirical findings are based on the perspectives of software provider. 
Table 6.1: Comparison between theory and empirical finding regarding SCF 
Research focus Frame of reference Empirical study (software provider) 
The evolvement of 
flexibility 
From manufacturing flexibility to supply chain 
flexibility 
From lead time reduction to availability and 
flexibility 
Supply chain flexibility 
definition 
The ability which enables company to increase 
the responsiveness to the market. 
The ability of company to satisfy varying demand 
and increase competitive advantage by making 
changes.  
Driving elements of 
SCF 
Varying customer demand, highly competitive 
market, responsiveness to the market 
Increasing customer expectations, competitive 
business environment, fulfill the orders, change of 
product structure 
Flexibility does not fit 
all the products 
In general, routine products are mass produced 
with regular schedule which mainly focused on 
cost efficiency and standardization.  
For products with advanced technology and have 
very few competitors, flexibility is not the 
competitive priority, i.e. Tesla 
Extending SCF 
dimensions 
Literatures focus on some flexibility dimensions 
based on their research purpose 
All of departments and process are important, 
companies should focus on dimensions based on 
their background, target, product construct etc. 
Approaches to achieve 
SCF 
Collaboration and integration of the supply chain, 
information sharing, aligning with strategy 
Automation 
 
SCF performance 
measurement  
SCF is multi-dimensional which is hard to 
measured. In addition, most of measurement 
models are developed for theoretical research 
instead of having any tests in real practice.  
 
Replanning frequency 
Frozen planning period 
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Figure 1.1 presents the published trend regarding supply chain flexibility from 1990 to 2017. In 
the early stage, flexibility is a notion which mainly relates to manufacturing. As for companies, it 
is important to concern the production cost and volume in the market with stable demand. With 
increasing of market uncertainties, manufacturing flexibility has been evolved under supply 
chain construct. Based on the interview with Optilon, a company which was established in 2005, 
the notion of flexibility firstly came out with the target of reducing the lead time. So to speak, 
after 2000, companies started to pay more attention on the flexibility of the whole supply chain, 
because lead time reduction requires to optimize a portfolio of processes such as purchasing, 
manufacturing and logistics. In other words, companies recognized that all of department, 
activities and processes have to coordinate to efficiently respond to the growing and changes of 
customer requirements. 
Today’s market includes great variety of products with lower demand of each item. Diverse 
customer requirements lead to the increasing of customization. Many researchers indicated that 
flexibility is an ability which enables organizations to cope with internal and external variation to 
improve market responsiveness (Das, 2001; Lummus et al, 2005), while Optilon supplemented 
that companies need to fulfill market requirements and acquire competitive advantage by making 
changes in such as due date, production line, batch size, operation processes or even the supply 
chain configuration. 
Both literature and case study state that not all of products/companies need supply chain 
flexibility. Many literatures indicated that company should consider the tradeoff between 
investment and supply chain performance. In real practice, companies should also consider the 
business strategy and products attributes. In general, products with short life cycle and unstable 
demand require a flexible supply chain while routine or irreplaceable products have less 
requirements or even no requirements on flexibility. For instance, Tesla has very few 
competitors because it produces electronic vehicle models are with advanced technology. As an 
irreplaceable product, Tesla has no need to acquire higher market share via catering to the market 
such as expanding product variety or promotion. However, as for routine products, such as 
standard components, they are mass produced, have stable demand and standard price and 
generally to be replenished within fixed periods. For these products, company mainly focuses on 
the cost reduction.  
Many literatures indicated that flexibility is complex and multi-dimensional, various flexibility 
dimensions have been introduced and described. As discussed, focusing on specific flexibility 
dimension is customer-oriented but also relates to business strategy of company. For instance, as 
for express companies, where the delivery speed is their order winner, logistics flexibility will be 
important to be focused and improved. 
Chapter 3.1.3 presented three approaches to achieve SCF that were summarized from literatures, 
including supply chain collaboration and integration, information sharing and aligning with 
strategy. Implementing automation is a crucial method to achieve supply chain flexibility based 
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on real experiences. It refers to deploy electronic techniques and systems to deal with data, 
resources and operations instead of process manually. Automation provides a new way of 
working which dramatically increase the working efficiency and the speed for company to make 
changes.  
Literatures presented the difficulty of measuring supply chain flexibility. SCF is multi-
dimensional, measuring SCF is subjective and difficult. Besides, existing measurement models 
and solutions are developed for theoretical research without any test by empirical practice. In this 
case study, there are two metrics that are presented that supplement the blank of conceptual 
model. The first metric is the replanning frequency. It means that how fast the company can 
replan/adjust its operation schedule according to order changes. Based on this, company with 
higher degree of flexibility can replan within a shorter period. Another metric is the frozen 
planning period, which refers to the length of time that company cannot make any changes to 
operational plans. Company with shorter frozen planning period reflects higher flexibility.  
6.1.2 Improve the conceptual framework regarding SCF 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Improved framework of supply chain flexibility (information provider’s perspective) 
Figure 6.1 presents the framework in terms of supply chain flexibility which has been improved 
after comparing theory with empirical data. It has similar structure but with slight adjustment in 
the contents.  
The real business environment and operations are more complicated than the theory. Companies 
have more consideration to achieve supply chain flexibility instead of simply want to achieve 
higher service level. In other words, objectives of company should base on its specific situation, 
characteristics, investment and some other subjective or objective factors. Therefore, the module 
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of “company objectives” is removed. “Responsiveness to the market” is accordingly moved to 
the module "drivers of supply chain flexibility".  
There is a new added module “Type of product”, it indicates that different kinds of products fit 
different strategies. This module simply introduces some products with apparent characteristics 
and connects with flexibility and other strategies.  
In the core module “supply chain flexibility”, the definition of supply chain flexibility that is 
summarized from the interview is presented. In addition, the module indicates that company 
should pay attention on specific flexibility dimension based on its background, situation and 
product structure. Although both literatures and empirical practices have particular concerns for 
certain dimensions, there is no consensus that which dimension is the more important than 
others. 
During the case study, “frozen planning period” and “replanning frequency” are presented as two 
main metrics to measure flexibility performance. These metrics fill the blank in literature study 
and have described in Chapter 6.1.1. 
6.1.3 The interaction between information system and supply chain flexibility 
During the case study, authors found that there are many common ideas between real practices 
and the theory. On the other hand, company also indicated some new aspects or different opinion 
with literatures. Table 6.2 presents the comparison between theory and empirical experiences, 
some similarity and differences will be analyzed.  
  
Table 6.2: The comparison between theory and empirical data (software provider) 
Components Literatures  Empirical findings 
The variable of SCIS 
implementation 
Firm size, knowledge, IT infrastructure, business 
strategy, relationship with supply chain partners etc 
Firm size, education and knowledge of 
people involved, business strategy, 
relationship with partners etc 
 Information system 
functions 
 
Information sharing, supply chain integration 
Information sharing, supply chain 
integration, structure information and 
create and automate the process 
SCIS activities to 
facilitate flexibility  
Efficient information flow, tracking the supply chain 
process, managing internal and external operations, 
sharing information about product, market trend and 
operations to supply chain partners 
Transmitting information rapidly and 
accurately, reducing duplicate processes, 
monitoring and arranging resources and 
processes based on analytical calculation 
Relationship with 
supply chain partners 
Close relationship Healthy relationship 
 
There are multiple variables that have been defined by both theory and company. For instance, as 
for firm size, literature proposed that large companies can generally perform better than small 
companies while deploy the same information system because large companies have rich 
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knowledge construct and investment and they are strong to acquire more resources from supply 
chain partners. As discussed, Jersby indicated that companies with different firm size have their 
own challenges. Large companies have more theoretical background and experts that SMEs do 
not have, however, they are not able to get familiar with the daily operations as SMEs do.   
There is a new IS function pointed out by company that it can structure the information and to 
create and automate the process. As for company, the main benefit of supply chain information 
system is that it replaces low efficient manual operation. Electronic software and techniques 
provide a new way of working and dramatically increase the operation efficiency.  
Information sharing is one of main functions of information system. Some literatures emphasized 
that company should evaluate the value and quality of shared information. In real practices, it is 
hard to share information within a company. Inter-firm information sharing is even harder. 
Companies need to identify the information which is useful for others but not related to 
company’s core technology but also to evaluate the relationship with supply chain partners.   
Literatures indicated that building close relationship with partners is easy to share information. 
However, software provider pointed out that establishing a health relationship with suppliers is 
more important. If a party is too strong against another, it can decide the way of working, 
however, the partners will afraid the long-term cooperation under this high-risk environment.    
Both literatures and companies agree with the contribution of information system to promote 
supply chain flexibility. Table 6.2 presents some aspects that information system can facilitate 
flexibility. Information sharing is a common mechanism to mitigate the negative impact of 
demand volatility (Saldanha et al, 2013). Sharing strategic, tactical and operational data with 
supply chain partners promote the coordination along the chain and accordingly increase the 
efficiency of fulfilling customer orders. Information systems provide efficient information flow 
and avoid duplicated process. It tracks products and supply chain processes but also record the 
data of products, plants, warehouses, market etc. Information system users can clearly see the 
things have been done by other departments or supply chain partners. On the the hand, with 
numerous historical data in terms of the market requirements and production capabilities, 
companies can make decisions of production schedule, stock replenishment, but also have a good 
forecast on demand based on analytical calculation of information system. In conclude, 
Information system provides a new way of working, it connects different business components, 
and enables company to replan more frequently based on market uncertainties.  
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 6.1.4 Improved the conceptual model regarding interaction between IS and SCF  
 
Figure 6.2 Improved model regarding interaction between IS and SCF (software provider’s 
perspective) 
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Figure 6.2 is the improved model after comparing findings from different source. In most of 
parts, empirical findings are quite similar with the theory. According to this, researchers made 
some modification on the languages but also add or merge original parts with new opinions.  
In the module of variables, the value and quality of information are merged into information 
characteristics. “Automating the process” is added into function module, activities that provided 
by IS and will promote SCF are accordingly adjusted. There is a new part regarding the activities 
relate to the new function. “Close relationship” is modified as “healthy relationship”. The 
activities relate to supply chain integration is decreased, some activities that are not discussed in 
empirical study so much have been removed. For example, searching, ordering and paying on 
website is a way to increase flexibility but it is not a general focus of most of companies. In 
addition, the activity “collecting dynamic customer expectation” is removed because it can be 
achieved by building “healthy relationship with customers/suppliers” and “transmitting 
information rapidly and accurately”. 
SCF performance metrics have changed based on the principle that they are able to be measured. 
The metrics relate to characteristics of data are removed. “The visibility of customer demand” is 
transform into “the fulfillment of customer orders”, “replanning frequency” and “the reduction of 
frozen planning period” are provided by company from perspective of empirical experiences.   
6.2. Case analysis of software user 
This chapter compares the theory and the empirical findings from software users. The empirical 
experiences from Bosch and Co-sunjoy are combined. The models are improved based on the 
comparison and analysis.  
6.2.1 Analysis regarding supply chain flexibility 
After summarizing and analyzing the findings from both frame of reference and empirical study, 
some similarities, differences and additional remarks regarding the supply chain flexibility is 
presented by Table 6.3. The findings of case study based on the perspective of software users.  
As discussed, market uncertainties, competitive environment are the main drivers of company to 
achieve supply chain flexibility. According to this, companies added that customers are now 
having increasing requirements to service level, which include multiple aspects such as short 
lead time, good quality of products etc. Therefore, companies have to become flexible to fulfill 
the orders and achieve high customer satisfactions. In addition, the global requirements in digital 
data is a megatrend in contemporary business environment which also urges companies to 
implement electronic techniques for business cooperation and development.  
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Table 6.3: Comparison between theory and empirical findings regarding SCF 
Research focus Frame of reference Empirical study (software users) 
What is supply chain 
flexibility 
The ability which enables company to increase 
the responsiveness to the market. 
Characteristics of SCF: Automation, 
standardization, informatization, 
digitalization 
Driving elements of SCF Varying customer demand, highly competitive 
market, responsiveness to the market 
Increasing customer expectations, global 
megatrends, short lead time, competitive 
business environment, increase customer 
satisfaction, change of product construct etc 
Extending SCF dimensions Literatures focus on some particular dimensions 
based on their research purpose 
Interviewees generally focus on and 
familiar with the dimension which relate to 
their daily works.  
Approaches to achieve SCF Collaboration and integration of the supply 
chain, information sharing, aligning with 
strategy  
 Automation and digitalization 
SCF performance 
measurement  
SCF is multi-dimensional which is hard to 
measured. In addition, most of measurement 
models are developed for theoretical research 
instead of having any tests in real practice.  
Lead time, changeover time, changes of 
ranking list of suppliers with quality issues, 
elimination rate of suppliers etc. 
 
Except for resource utilization, service level and responsiveness to the market as three main 
objectives for company to achieve flexibility, researchers found that there are variety of aspects 
that companies focus in real practice, such as product quality, operation cost, delivery speed and 
reliability, product volume, services level etc. During the case study, four words that can reflect 
the characteristics of SCF are presented, include digitalization, automation, informatization and 
standardization.  
Chapter 3.1.2 summarized the top five flexibility dimensions that have been researched, include 
sourcing flexibility, logistics flexibility, new product flexibility, product development flexibility 
and information system flexibility. Interviewees mainly described the flexibility dimension 
which relates to their works. As for Co-sunjoy, sourcing flexibility and logistics flexibility are 
mainly focused and from three main aspects: quality, cost and delivery. The sourcing flexibility 
refers to the capability of company to efficiently select suppliers and purchase materials or 
products with high quality and valuable cost. Achieving short lead time requires tight 
coordination along the supply chain. As for a large multinational company, Bosch has high 
requirements on responding to orders, therefore flexible information system infrastructure is 
needed to achieve rapid information transmission, it also saves much time for manufacturing and 
logistics to respond and prepare for orders. In addition, both companies proposed that all of 
departments and processes are important to coordinate to run the project, although each of 
department has its own flexibility focus. So to speak, companies should align flexibility with 
business strategy and requirements.   
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As discussed, literatures presented three main approaches to achieve flexibility. In today’s 
market with informatization requirements, especially under the circumstances of supply chain 
4.0, companies focus on building mutual trust and close relationship between supply chain 
partners and efficiently integrating the material flow, cash flow and information flow to respond 
to market demand. Automation and digitalization are the megatrends of business development. 
Companies reflected that automation and digitalization efficiently connect the resources, 
processes, departments and different parties, on the other hand, they transmit the information 
accurately and rapidly which dramatically shorten the time of dealing with customer orders. To 
process mutual development of products, Co-sunjoy focuses on backward integration with 
suppliers for long term cooperation. However, as one of main challenges of SMEs while 
implementing information systems in a preliminary stage, the company should embed systems 
into real-world network and extend beyond the enterprise to acquire more resources.  
As described by literatures that measuring SCF is too subjective, different companies and 
departments have different KPI to measure SCF performance. For example, as discussed in 
Chapter 5.4.2.1, Co-sunjoy focuses on the ranking list of suppliers with quality issues and the 
elimination rate of suppliers. Both metrics reflect that company is capable to evaluate suppliers 
timely which leads to a higher degree of sourcing flexibility. The interviewee of Bosch works 
relate to logistics and manufacturing, therefore she pointed out that delivery lead time and 
manufacturing changeover time are two of critical KPI to measure the supply chain flexibility. 
6.2.2 Improve the conceptual framework regarding SCF 
 
Comparing Figure 6.3 with the original framework Figure 4.1, most of contents are similar 
except removing the module “company objectives” and “manufacturing flexibility”. As 
discussed, companies’ objectives are decided based on the companies’ background, situation, 
industry etc. In addition, the case study of information system users mainly focuses on flexibility 
under supply chain construct, the evolvement of flexibility is not much discussed.  
Based on the empirical study, business strategy and global megatrends are added into the module 
of driving factors. For instance, for express company which expects to shorten the delivery time, 
a flexible supply chain, especially the flexible logistics construct is necessary to increase the 
competitiveness. In addition, as Liu indicated that digitalization requirements is one of the global 
megatrends in today’s business. Companies need to implement information techniques and 
become flexible to work with supply chain partners to satisfy customers.  
Having an integrative, customer-oriented supply chain is the target of both co-sunjoy and Bosch. 
As discussed in Chapter 6.1.1 and Chapter 5.3.2.1, automation and digitalization are important to 
achieve supply chain flexibility. They provide opportunities for companies to rethink the way of 
working. As for software users, different department and companies have different focuses on 
flexibility dimensions. Liu focuses on the flexibility of production and logistics while Xiao from 
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Co-sunjoy pays more attention on sourcing flexibility. They also provide some performance 
metrics from perspectives of different position, such as the changeover time and elimination rate 
of suppliers. 
 
Figure 6.3: Improved framework of supply chain flexibility (information users’ perspective) 
6.2.3 The interaction between information system and supply chain flexibility 
Table 6.4 presents some similarities, differences and additional remarks of comparison between 
frame of reference and empirical findings from software users’ perspectives.  
Multiple factors that can impact SCIS implementation have been presented. First. Bosch requires 
omnichannel customer engagement for the better implementation of SCIS, it reflects that more 
information can be collected and exchanged if there are more partners involved in the 
information platform. This is a challenge for Co-sunjoy, because its existing systems have limit 
coverage with limit number of suppliers engaged. Mutual trust with partners increase the 
efficiency of exchanging information and accordingly increase the responsiveness towards the 
demand. According to this, Co-sunjoy has a portfolio of strict evaluating process and 
administration policy when new suppliers enter to the system. Besides, knowledge and education 
of employees are also emphasized by both literatures and companies. Bosch has mature expert 
team to increase employee competences. However, lack of knowledge and investment will 
challenge the deployment and use of information system in SMEs and accordingly cause some 
operation issues. Last but not least, the business operating environment is more complex in large 
companies. The challenge of Bosch to implement information system is that company requires 
much time, investment and group of experts to setting up the network, communicating and 
coordinating with different factories or departments and planning and organizing the materials, 
human resources, infrastructures etc.   
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Table 6.4: The comparison between theory and empirical data (software user) 
Components Literatures  Empirical findings 
The variable of SCIS 
implementation 
Firm size, knowledge, IT infrastructure, 
business strategy, relationship with supply 
chain partners etc 
Firm size, education and knowledge of 
people involved, relationship with supply 
chain partners, number of supply chain 
partners engaged 
 Information system functions Information sharing, supply chain 
integration 
Information sharing, supply chain 
integration, automating the process, 
connectivity 
SCIS activities to facilitate 
flexibility  
Efficient information flow, tracking the 
supply chain process, managing internal and 
external operations, sharing information 
about product, market trend and operations 
to supply chain partners etc 
Transmitting information rapidly and 
accurately, reducing duplicate processes, 
monitoring and arranging resources and 
processes based on analytical calculation, 
good forecast etc  
 
As mentioned in literatures, companies proposed that supply chain integration and information 
sharing are the two main functions of information system. Information system creates a 
transparent way of operating, communicating and managing the business with one common 
language, it effectively decreases the misunderstanding of information while communicating or 
transmitting data orally. Co-sunjoy deploys PLM for daily operations, it provides an open 
platform to engage suppliers in participant product design, manufacturing, assembly and testing 
processes. Through implementing the system, company and its suppliers are capable to assess 
real time information and coordinate more frequently. ERP and EDI system are implemented in 
Bosch which focus on information exchange with supply chain partners, integrating and 
monitoring supply chain operations. IS users also emphasized that information system increases 
the efficiency of work by automating the process, employees are able to monitor resources data 
by pressing a button which dramatically increase the efficiency of work but also reduce the 
misunderstanding while transmitting information via traditional ways. Besides, IoT is also 
widely deployed in companies. Multiple information sources complicate IoT database which can 
provide optimal solutions regarding the improvement of products design and quality. On the 
other hand, IoT plays a critical role in collecting data regarding in terms of factory, machines, 
systems and warehouses which provide great opportunity for company to increase the 
manufacturing efficiency.   
Many researchers presented some activities that are provided by information system to promote 
SCF. First, information system is used to transmit information which includes operation process, 
schedule, transportation notice, inventory information etc. It can also catch any data at any time 
and track and monitor the business operations. Co-sunjoy has deployed PLM which is capable to 
track and record all of data related to the product life cycle. PLM system also supports the joint 
development of products with suppliers. The implementation of system involves inter-
department collaboration, where the request for changes of the operations will be rapidly 
transmitted to everybody involved. Managers, relevant department and employees will help to 
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make final decision via tracking and evaluating the operating conditions. During the process, it 
also increases work efficiency because of efficient information flow. “Industry 4.0” is 
implemented in Bosch which increases the supply chain transparency by linking all of 
components of the value chain. Literatures mainly focus on that SCF could increase visibility of 
customer demand, but in empirical experiences SCF is capable to increase visibility of the whole 
supply chain. Due to the links, all of activities processed along the value chain are synchronously 
displayed on the controlling computer. Information system also creates a cloud platform to store 
data from multiple sources and enable information exchange on the platform. It not only helps to 
build close relationship with suppliers/customers, but also provides an opportunity to obtain 
required information from different places. Information system can also help to make good 
forecast which increase the flexibility of logistics and sourcing sector. What’s more. Information 
system provides remote assistance, such as “Nexeed Remote Shopfloor Access” of Bosch. It 
increases the work efficiency in maintaining the machine, remotely setting up the machine and 
increasing manufacturing flexibility.  
Same with Figure 6.4, the reduction of lead time and cycle time, the fulfillment of customer 
order are common metrics of company of achieving supply chain flexibility. In addition, Liu 
indicated that exchanging information via software helps company to catch the changing demand 
the first time and respond to it. Information system enables company to transmit or receive 
demand by pressing a button instead of traditionally calling or sending emails, this can not only 
save time, but also decrease the communication cost. As mentioned, measuring supply chain 
flexibility is subjective and based on specific requirements of departments or companies. Liu 
pointed out the changeover time as one important metric which reflects the flexibility of 
manufacturing sector. Table 6.3 presents two metrics of Co-sunjoy which relate to sourcing 
flexibility include the elimination rate of suppliers and the changes of ranking list of suppliers 
with quality issues.  
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6.2.4 Improved the conceptual model regarding interaction between IS and SCF 
 
Figure 6.4: Improved model regarding interaction between IS and SCF (software users’ 
perspective) 
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Figure 6.4 presents the improved model after comparing theory with empirical experiences from 
the perspectives of software users, which indicate the interrelation between SCIS and SCF. It is 
similar with the original conceptual model, researchers slightly adjust some contents in several 
module.  
From empirical study, companies indicated that engaging more supply chain partners increase 
the scope and efficiency of information system. Therefore “the number of involved partners” is 
added as a new variable into the variable module.   
In addition, the model presents a new SCIS function “connectivity” with its relevant activities. 
IoT is widely deployed in companies which connects plants, warehouses, departments, resources 
and relevant parties, it is able to catch data from different sources and exchange to supply chain 
partners which increases the supply chain transparency and promote flexibility. Remote 
assistance is provided by information system which reflects the connectivity. Companies are able 
to save much time and investment because machine setting up and maintenance are no need to be 
finished on site.  
As discussed in Chapter 5.3.2.1 and Chapter 5.4.2.1, companies indicated four characteristics of 
supply chain flexibility include automation, digitalization, standardization and informatization, 
which are also presented on the model.    
Last but not least, Liu indicated that information system provides a new way of working, people 
now is able to deal with complicated data by simply pressing a button instead, which increases 
the accuracy of data but also saves much communication cost. Besides, both interviewees 
pointed out some metrics that are focused on their department, such as “elimination rate of 
suppliers”, “the reduction of changeover time” etc., these factors are included in the module of 
“SCF performance metrics”. 
6.3 Cross case analysis 
Previous chapters separately compared the frame of reference with empirical findings from 
multiple case study. According to the conceptual models that have improved, there are some 
similarity and differences concluded.  
Figure 6.1 and 6.3 presented the frameworks regarding supply chain flexibility from perspectives 
of software provider and users. These two models have slight differences on the structures 
because the IS provider has comprehensive understanding in the notion of flexibility based on 
experiences of software users with different background, product structure, business strategy and 
targets. The perspectives of software users are more practical and relate to the position and work 
of interviewees. As table 6.5 shows, interviewee from the IS provider company presented an 
overall description regarding the evolvement of SCF. He also indicated that flexibility is not the 
competitive priority for all of companies. These aspects are not mentioned by IS users. 
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Table 6.5: Comparison between the improved frameworks regarding supply chain flexibility 
Module Components IS provider IS users 
Type of products  √  
Characteristics of SCF Multi-dimensional, automation etc. √ √ 
The evolvement of flexibility  √  
 
 
Driving elements of SCF 
Highly competitive environment √ √ 
Customer requirements √ √ 
Global megatrends  √ 
Business strategy  √ √ 
 
SCF dimensions 
Based on the specific background, target, 
product construct of the company 
√  
Relate to daily operations  √ 
Approaches to achieve SCF Automation and digitalization √ √ 
 
 
 
 
SCF performance measurement  
Frozen planning period 
 
√  
Replanning frequency √  
Lead time  √ 
Changeover time  √ 
 
Software providers and users have a high match in the contents that are discussed, for instance 
they both emphasized the importance of automation to achieve supply chain flexibility. Some 
aspects are supplemented, for instance market requirements in digitalization is a global 
megatrend which is an important driver of manufacturing companies to implement information 
system and become more flexible. As discussed, performance measurement is subjective based 
on the background and real situation of industries and departments. According to this, both 
software provider and users provide some metrics to evaluate flexibility from some aspects.  
Figure 6.2 and 6.4 presented the interrelation between SCIS and SCF. The two models are quite 
similar in both structure and contents, some differences will be described as follow.  
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Table 6.6: Comparison between improved models regarding the interaction between SCIS and 
SCF 
Module Components IS provider IS users 
 
 
 
 
The variable of 
SCIS 
implementatio
n 
Firm size √ √ 
Education and knowledge of people involved √ √ 
Relationship with supply chain partners √ √ 
Information characteristics √ √ 
IT infrastructure √ √ 
 Business strategy √  
Number of supply chain partners engaged  √ 
 
 
 SCIS 
functions 
Information sharing √ √ 
Supply chain integration √ √ 
 Connectivity  √ 
Creating and automating the process √ √ 
 
Activities  
Healthy relationship with supply chain partners √  
Close relationship with supply chain partners  √ 
 
SCF 
performance 
metrics 
Fulfillment of customer orders √ √ 
The reduction of cycle time and lead times √ √ 
The reduction of communication cost  √ 
 
In the module of variables, IS provider proposed that aligning with business strategy is critical 
for company to decide whether they need to be flexible or in which degree of flexibility they 
want to achieve. IS users provided a variable from operational level that the number of involved 
partners is important for company to achieve certain degree of flexibility. In addition, companies 
filled in new IS functions that can significantly impact on supply chain flexibility, relevant 
activities were discussed and presented also. For instance, both IS provider and users emphasized 
that information system replaces low efficient manual work and enable companies to work in a 
new way. Besides, from perspectives of IS users, they pay more attention on the accessibility and 
use of data. Information techniques provide a open network and connect everything related to the 
business operation which lead to apparent benefits on their daily works which can be recognized 
as one of most important aspects.   
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Companies agreed with most of contents that are presented by literatures, however, they have 
slightly different attitude towards the relationship with supply chain partners. As for IS users, 
they believe a close relationship with partners increase the efficient coordination and accordingly 
benefit on achieving flexibility, while IS provider consider from strategic level that a healthy 
relationship between companies are more important for long term cooperation.   
In addition, companies pointed out some metrics related to specific background and operations. 
However, all of them agree with the measurement of some general aspects such as the fulfillment 
of customer orders, and the reduction of lead time and cycle time.  
To conclude, companies have similar opinions in terms of existing theory in this research area, 
on the other hand, they provide valuable ideas from different business level and perspectives.      
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7. Discussion and conclusion  
The last chapter includes further discussion and conclusion in corresponding to the research 
questions based on the research design and relevant findings presented in previous chapters. The 
limitation of this study and suggestion for further research is presented in the end.  
7.1 Conclusion of the research questions 
This research is conducted by deductive approach, includes an extensive literature review and 
multiple case study to define supply chain flexibility but also to propose the interrelation 
between SCIS and SCF by developing conceptual models. By extending the frame of reference 
with the empirical findings, the researchers are able to answer the three research questions of the 
thesis. 
7.1.1 What is a supply chain flexibility?  
“Flexibility” has been studied from the perspectives of economic and organizational for years 
(Yi et al, 2011). Many literatures defined flexibility from different aspects. In the last decade, 
many researchers focused on flexibility in manufacturing sector (Das,2001; D’Souza, 2002), in 
the recent years, researchers start looking beyond flexible plant to flexible supply chain.  
Table 7.1: Definition of supply chain flexibility 
Definition Literatures IS provider IS users 
Supply chain 
flexibility 
The ability of a supply chain 
to cope with changing market 
in order to gain or maintain 
competitive advantage (The 
Supply Chain Council, 2006). 
The ability of company to fulfill market 
requirements and acquire competitive 
advantages by making changes. A 
flexible supply chain reflects that 
company can replan frequently based 
on the market changes. 
The ability of company to 
rapidly respond to customer 
demand. A flexible supply 
chain include automation, 
standardization, informatization 
and digitalization. 
 
Table 7.1 summarizes the SCF definition from existing literatures and empirical findings. 
Combining the research findings, the paper redefines that “supply chain flexibility refers to the 
ability of company to effectively and efficiently respond to uncertain customer requirements in 
order to acquire competitive advantages by making changes, such as adjusting the resources, 
process and even the supply chain configuration.” The conceptual frameworks that are described 
in the last chapter present the relevant context of SCF from different perspectives. There are 
multiple drivers of companies to achieve flexibility, such as the increasing customers’ 
expectations, competitive business environment, change of product construct etc. Flexibility is 
multidimensional, all of departments and operating processes are equally important and 
coordinate to successfully fulfill orders. However, companies should pay more attention on 
specific flexibility dimensions based on their background, product construct, competitive 
priorities etc. One critical characteristic of supply chain flexibility is automation. Deploying 
advanced technology and system is a common solution for company to increase efficiency in 
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today’s business environment. Internet technique connects resources, products and business 
process, it provides a new way of working which dramatically saves the time of manual work 
and enables company to transform into more flexible. Besides, there is no common way to 
measure the SCF performance, setting up metrics should also based on specific situation of 
company, department and operations.  
7.1.2 What is the interrelation between supply chain information system (SCIS) for 
supply chain (SCF), especially how does SCIS impact on SCF? 
In this research, two conceptual models are developed and improved to indicate the interrelation 
SCIS and SCF from different perspectives (Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.4), Table 7.2 lists SCIS 
function and activities that are presented by the two models which can impact on SCF. 
Four main functions are summarized with relevant activities. These activities are described and 
discussed in previous chapters in detailed. Information sharing and supply chain integration are 
presented by literatures as two main functions of information system. There are some general 
activities that are also emphasized by companies, such as obtaining high quality information 
from partners, creating efficient information flow, joint planning, mutual decision making with 
supply chain partners etc. However, real business practices are more complex, therefore 
companies provide some new aspects which are important in daily operations. For example, both 
IS provider and users indicated that information system increases the efficiency by automating 
the process. It provides a new way of working which replaces the low efficient manual work. 
Besides, SCIS dramatically increase the working efficiency by arranging supply chain resources 
and process based on analytical analysis.  
Connectivity is another new added function in practices. IoT now is fully employed in different 
companies and industries, it connects plants, products, machines, departments, everything and 
plays a role as a huge database. Therefore, information software is capable to catch data from all 
of sources relate to the business operations, which enables company to better predict and analyze 
complex circumstance.    
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Table 7.2: Summary of SCIS functions and activities to promote SCF.  
Functions Activities Literatures IS provider IS users 
 
 
Information 
sharing 
 
Obtaining high quality information from partners √ √ √ 
Reducing duplication processes √ √ √ 
Creating efficient information flow √ √ √ 
Healthy relationship with suppliers/customers  √  
Close relationship with suppliers/customers √  √ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Supply chain 
integration 
Joint planning, mutual decision making with supply           chain partners 
(External collaborations) 
√ √ √ 
Organizational operation management (Internal collaborations) √ √ √ 
Standardization and digitalization in exchanging data across 
organizations 
√ √ √ 
Synchronizing logistic activities with partners √   
Synchronizing activities with partners  √ √ 
Searching for alternative suppliers with low searching cost √   
Checking order status and responding to customer consults and 
complaints on websites 
√   
Searching, ordering and paying on websites √   
Collecting dynamic customer expectations √   
Healthy relationship with suppliers/customers  √  
Close relationship with suppliers/customers √  √ 
 Automating the 
processes 
Proving a new way of working (replace manual work)  √ √ 
Arranging supply chain resource and process based on analytical 
analysis  
 √ √ 
 
 
Connectivity 
Efficient information flow √ √ √ 
Catching data from any location, tracking and monitoring the data   √ 
Providing open database to users   √ 
Providing remote assistance   √ 
 
For all the 
functions 
Tracking supply chain processes √ √ √ 
Transmitting information of demand and capacity/inventory √   
Transmitting information rapidly and accurately among supply chain  √ √ 
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There are also differences of some activities between the theory and empirical experiences. For 
example, both literatures and software users emphasized that close relationship with supply chain 
partners facilitate to achieving flexibility. However, from a strategic perspective, IS provider 
suggests that companies should establish healthy relationship with partners. Companies with 
unbalance position is not benefit for long term cooperation. Besides, companies expand the 
activity “synchronizing logistics activities with partners” to supply chain construct. What’s more, 
companies emphasized that the accuracy and timeliness of shared information ensure 
information system to promote SCF via all of functions. Some of activities that are presented by 
literatures have no discussion in the case study, such as searching, ordering and paying on 
websites. It may due to the limit industry and business range of companies that are interviewed 
in this research, or the limit job duty of the interviewees. Similarly, the interviewees presented 
some activities that are not mentioned in literatures mainly based on their working experiences or 
they have slightly different understanding of theoretical activities. 
To conclude, both literatures and empirical findings present that information system is a 
competitive weapon to achieve flexibility, as mentioned in Chapter 7.1.1, implementing 
advanced technology and system is a common solution for company to increase efficiency in 
today’s business environment, there are more functions and activities that are still developed for 
the future requirements. 
7.1.3 What is the opportunity and challenge of SCIS for supporting SCF? 
Existing literatures did not present many clues regarding the future development and 
opportunities of information system. However, companies have provided some interesting 
opinions. Two main megatrends are summarized from empirical findings. The first megatrend is 
complete digitalization. This was presented with the background of Chinese business 
environment. Bosch is multinational company with large scope of business, as mentioned in 
Chapter 5.3.2.3, Bosch (China) now is in the middle phase of complete digitalization, the 
company will deploy advanced techniques in full scale in the future. Jersby also presented 
positive attitude towards the future market of information system, especially in today’s business, 
where there are still many companies work manually.  
Machine learning is another megatrend of information system development. With enough input 
of data regarding experience, value and culture, robots can understand more relation, patterns 
than people do. Therefore, they are capable to make optimal decisions based on analytic 
calculation, which will be helpful company to deal with complicated circumstance.  
Both theory and empirical study indicated some challenges of information system development 
and implementation that will impact on facilitating flexibility. One of challenges is to select the 
techniques and software which suitable for company. Some literatures proposed that lacking 
flexibility in information technology challenge the company to respond to market demand 
(Akkermans et al, 2002). It reflects that company needs to take much time to adjust business 
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process and create new relationship with supply chain partners. However, from empirical 
experiences, information system with high flexibility requires large investment in hiring 
professional team to decide which configuration can be changed. Therefore, it is important for 
company to select appropriate software solutions with adequate degree of flexibility. Another 
challenge is lacking knowledge in this area. For country or company with less education for 
employees in using information system is not good for employee competence but also the 
efficiency of achieve flexibility.  
7.2 Contributions to theory 
This research has constituted an attempt to provide comprehensive understanding regarding the 
interrelation between information system and supply chain flexibility. It reflects the ambition to 
fill the gap that lacking literatures for the overlap of “supply chain flexibility” and “supply chain 
information system”. The research questions in this research are properly answered with 
arguments in above discussions and conclusions. Conceptual models are also developed and 
improved based on the comparison between literatures and empirical findings. The work and 
results contribute to the research in this area but may also benefit companies in the industry.   
7.3 Limitation and future research 
In this research there are two main limits. First, the software provider which was interviewed is a 
consulting company instead of information system producer, therefore it is not able to provide 
any opinions from the perspective of techniques, although it has rich experiences in terms of 
deploying information system, monitoring the business operations and have comprehensive 
understanding of relevant context of their clients that match the target of this research. Software 
producers will have professional opinions regarding this research from some other aspects, for 
example, they are able to point potential future development of information system and 
technology and to evaluate the feasibility of existing assumption. Another limit relates to case 
selection. Both software user companies belong to auto industry. These companies were chosen 
because it is better to compare companies in the same industry that implement similar 
information techniques but with different background such as firm size, business scales, product 
structure etc. Although they support the theoretical works and contribute to the improvement of 
conceptual models, it still encourages further research that conducting empirical study to 
company in different industry for higher generalizability. 
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Appendix  
The interview guide (English) 
Topic: The interrelation between supply chain information system and supply chain flexibility 
Category: Master thesis at Department of Industrial Management and Logistics, LTH, Lund 
University, 2018. 
Student: Guangjing Tang and Meiquan Qin                                                                              
Supervisor: Jan Olhager                                                                                                           
Emails: gu6501ta-s@student.lu.se; me4302qi-s@student.lu.se; jan.olhager@tlog.lth.se 
Background 
Today’s competition is no longer company to company, but supply chain to supply chain. 
Increasing demand uncertainties and high competitive pressure urges companies to shorten 
product life cycles, increase product variety, launch new products fast and adapt innovative 
technology/volume change in a short time (Bui, K T, 2012). Within the context, supply chain 
flexibility is defined as a major competitive weapon which develops customer-oriented supply 
chain and quickly respond to environmental changes. 
Implementing information system is one of the major ways to facilitate supply chain flexibility, 
complicated supply chain management strongly relies on information system to monitor dynamic 
operational parameters and electronic record of products (Qrunfleh and Tarafdar, 2012). Despite 
the environmental pressure and the growing demand for information, most of companies still 
know very little about the potential environmental and social impacts of their production 
networks. Hence, better data, decision-support tools, and incentives are needed to predict and 
prevent unsustainable supply chain practices (de Camargo, 2017). 
However, there is no consensus or comprehensive description on how information system tailor 
with and work on supply chain flexibility to achieve better dynamic capability. Most of 
literatures mainly focus on single research area rather than explore the relationship between 
them. Hence, both theory and industry are strongly calling for research to fill the gap. 
To find out how SCF and SCIS are related to each other in order to enhance supply chain 
management and effectively and efficiently respond to the uncertain market, the conceptual 
framework and interaction models are proposed by the thesis author based on literature studies. 
Interview questions are designed in three parts accordingly to compare the developed theoretical 
models with reality in practice. 
a. Supply chain flexibility 
b. The interrelation between SCIS and SCF 
c. The opportunity and challenge of SCIS for supporting SCF? 
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Semi-structured interview questions to information software supplier 
Part 1: Questions regarding supply chain flexibility 
Q1: How do you define supply chain flexibility? 
Q2: What is the reason of your customers to promote supply chain flexibility? 
Q3: Which type of company do you think requires flexibility the most? 
Q4: In recent years, is there any change of your customers in the requirements of flexibility? 
Q5: In your opinion, which type of flexibility is the most important for a company/customer 
companies mainly focus? 
Part 2: Questions regarding the interrelation between SCIS and SCF 
Q1: Is there any variables which will impact the implementation of SCIS (e.g. firm size)? 
Could you explain some difficulties of different companies to implementation the same 
SCIS? 
Q2: Which flexibility dimension can be facilitated by implementing 
the software you offer？ 
Q3: How does the information system you provide to increase flexibility for customers? 
Could you define some main functions of SCIS and explain some information systems or the 
activities they mainly provide in each function? How do they relate to flexibility? 
Q4: We know your company also provides supply chain planning and optimization courses, 
what knowledge do you think your customers have will help to use the software? 
Q5: Is there any approach to help customers to measure supply chain flexibility? 
Part 3: Questions regarding the opportunity and challenge of SCIS for supporting SCF? 
Q1: Do you think SCIS will still be a critical tool to achieve SCF in the future? What is its 
opportunity? 
Q2: Could you explain some potential changes/trends of the SCIS development in the future? 
Q3: What is the main challenge of SCIS do you think regarding promoting SCF? 
Q4: Is there any approaches for information software suppliers to solve the challenges? 
  
Is there anything else you think is important in this context? 
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Semi-structured interview questions to information software user 
Part 1: Questions regarding supply chain flexibility 
Q1: How do you define supply chain flexibility? 
Q2: What is the main reason/driver for your company to implement supply chain flexibility? 
What is the company’s objective regarding flexibility (short term/long term)? 
Q3: Which type of flexibility does your company mainly focus? Why? 
Q4: Does supply chain flexibility assists company to achieve objectives (short term/long 
term)? Does it change organization in some aspects (structure/operations etc.)? 
Q5: What are the measurement/performance metrics of your company/department regarding 
flexibility? Is there any challenge or weakness? 
Part 2: Questions regarding the interrelation between SCIS and SCF 
Q1: Do you think SCIS is an efficient tool to facilitate SCF? Why? 
Q2: What kind of information system have been implemented in your company? 
Q3: What variables do you think will impact the implementation of SCIS? Is there any 
difficulties while implementing SCIS in your company? 
Q4: Which SCIS function are you mainly expecting while implementing SCIS? 
Q5: What kind of activities are provided by SCIS in your company that facilitate flexibility? 
Which dimension of flexibility is improved? How about the performance? 
Part 3: Questions regarding the opportunity and challenge of SCIS for supporting SCF? 
Q1: How about the SCIS in your company? Is there any challenge while supporting SCF? 
Q2: What do you think is the opportunity of SCIS to support SCF in the future? 
Q3: Is there anything regarding existing SCIS you think that can be improved to better 
support SCF? 
Q4: Is there anything you think your company can improve to better adapt the SCIS? 
  
Is there anything else you think is important in this context? 
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采访指导（中文） 
 
研究主题：供应链信息系统与供应链灵活性之间的相互关系 
类别：2018 年隆德大学 LTH 工业管理与物流系硕士论文 
学生：覃美荃，唐广晶 
导师：Jan Olhager 
邮箱： gu6501ta-s@student.lu.se; me4302qi-s@student.lu.se; jan.olhager@tlog.lth.se 
 
研究背景 
  今天的竞争不再是公司对公司，而是供应链对供应链。不断增加的客户定制化，不确定
性和高竞争压力促使公司缩短产品生命周期，增加产品种类，快速推出新产品，并在短时
间内适应创新技术和数量变化（Bui，K T，2012）。在此背景下，供应链灵活性被定义
为一种主要的竞争武器，它开发面向客户的供应链并快速响应环境变化（Fayezi 等，
2015）。 
  实施信息系统是促进供应链灵活性的主要方式之一，复杂的供应链管理强烈依靠信息系
统来监控产品的动态操作参数和电子记录（Qrunfleh and Tarafdar，2012）。尽管
环境压力和对信息的需求日益增长，但大多数公司对其生产网络对环境和社会的潜在影响
仍然知之甚少。因此，需要更好的数据，决策支持工具和激励方式来预测和防止不可持续
的供应链实践（de Camargo，2017）。 
  然而，在现有的研究中，关于如何定制信息系统并努力提高供应链灵活性以实现更好的
动态能力，目前还没有达成共识或全面描述。大部分文献主要集中在单一研究领域而不是
探索它们之间的关系。因此，理论界和工业界都强烈呼吁研究来填补这一空白。 
  为了找出供应链灵活性和供应链信息系统如何相互关联以加强供应链管理，并有效地对
不确定市场作出反应，本文作者在文献研究的基础上提出了概念框架和交互模型。面试问
题分三个部分进行设计，将实际应用中的理论模型与实际情况进行比较。 
一：供应链灵活性 
二：供应链信息系统和供应链灵活性之间的相互关系 
三：供应链信息系统促进供应链灵活性的相关机遇和挑战？ 
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面向信息软件用户的半结构化采访问题 
 
第 1部分：有关供应链灵活性的问题 
问题 1：你如何定义供应链灵活性？ 
问题 2：贵公司实施供应链灵活性的主要原因/驱动因素是什么？公司关于灵活性（短期/
长期）的目标是什么？ 
问题 3：贵公司主要关注哪种类型的灵活性？为什么？ 
问题 4：供应链灵活性是否有助于公司实现目标（短期/长期）？它是否会在某些方面
（结构/操作等）改变组织？ 
问题 5：贵公司/部门的灵活性度量/绩效指标是什么？ 
  
第 2部分：有关供应链信息系统和供应链灵活性之间相互关系的问题 
问题 1：您认为信息系统是促进供应链灵活性的有效工具吗？为什么？ 
问题 2：贵公司实施了什么样的信息系统？ 
问题 3：您认为哪些变量会影响信息系统的实施？贵公司实施信息系统时存在什么困难？ 
问题 4：贵公司在实施供应链信息系统时主要期望于它们的哪些功能？ 
问题 5：信息系统为公司提供了哪些促进灵活性的活动？灵活性的哪个方面得到改进？表
现如何？ 
  
第 3部分：关于供应链信息系统支持供应链灵活性的机会和挑战的问题？ 
问题 1：您认为公司现有的供应链信息系统如何？在促进灵活性的方面有什么挑战吗？ 
问题 2：您认为供应链信息系统未来促进灵活性的机会是什么？ 
问题 3：您认为现有的供应链信息系统可以改进以更好地支持供应链灵活性吗？ 
问题 4：您认为您的公司可以如何改进以更好地适应信息系统？ 
 针对这个研究方向，您还有什么想要补充吗？ 
